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ABSTRACT

The Internet continues to grow at a phenomenal rate, due in part to the growing

availability of high speed access devices. These high speed services are not cost effective to

implement in sparsely populated regions and there is a growing disparity between the level of

service available to urban and rural Canadians. Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) could potentially

provide high speed services over long distances to hard to reach rural sites. TRLabs'

Multipoint Communication System (MCS) was designed specifically to provide high speed

Internet access and voice service over a FWA radio channel to a cluster of rural clients.

This thesis studies the capability of TRLabs' MCS to improve Internet access to rural

residents and provide toll quality voice. In order to accomplish this, a realistic Yukon scenario

was examined, current networking technology.was researched and a simulator model of the

MCS and surrounding network was created. C++ modules were built to emulate the MCS
.

behavior and interfaced with the existingNetwork Simulator.

The TRLabs' MCS was able to prioritize delay sensitive voice while still transporting

data efficiently. Themean delay for voice only increased by 12% between no and full load data

conditions. No packets were lost, until the simulated distance between client and hub was

increased to > 50 km. Voice delay increased as the backbone bandwidth was constricted due to .

increased serialization delay. In the end analysis, the .MCS algorithm is fully capable of

guaranteeing toll quality anywhere in the Yukon. The MCS protocol is also more advanced

than the point coordination function mode of the IEEE 802.11 and more efficient than the

distributed coordination function for supplying Internet data services to rural clients over

relatively long distances.
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CHAPTER!

INTRODUCTION

1.1 mSTORYOFWIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS

Ampere, Faraday, Maxwell, Hertz, and Marcom are among the most well known

names in radio wave history. Ampere and Oerstedt proved electricity could be transformed into

magnetism. Faraday demonstrated the reverse was true and showed that magnetism could be

converted into electricity. In 1865 Maxwell brought existing equations and his own concepts

. together to arrive at a consistent set of 'Maxwell's Equations'. These equations predicted the

existence ofelectromagnetic waves. This was one ofthe few cases where theory paved the way

to discovery, ahead of experimental trial and error. Maxwell's Equations were not generally

accepted by the scientific community until Hertz experimentally proved the existence of

electromagnetic waves in 1888. Seven years laterMarconi began experiments that would lead

to the 'Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.' [1].

The young entrepreneurMarconi took an academic pursuit and commercialized it. The

obvious use for wireless communications was to ships at sea. In 1900, wireless telegraphy sets

were bought by the Italian and British Navy. Despite the proposed impossibility by the

scientific community, Marconi received the first trans-Atlantic radio signal in 1901 atop Signal

Hill (St. 1ohn's NewfoundJand). By 1912 most commercial merchant ships where equipped

withMarconi wireless telegraphy sets [2].
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A practical example of the potential of this new technology was shown on the fateful

night ofAprll12th, 1912. The luxurious ocean liner that 'even God couldn't sink', the Titanic,

was of course equipped with aMarconi wireless set. Earlier in the evening, the Californian had

corresponded via telegrams with the Titanic about icebergs in the area. Although well within

rescue range, no one was operating the wireless set on the Californian when the Titanic went

down. As a result of this tragedy, 24-hour wireless operators became mandatory on big ships

and Marconi's business policy of no communication with rival telegraph operators was

revoked. The following year when the Volturno caught fire amid a raging storm in the middle

ofthe Atlantic, 10 ships responded to the distress signal and everyone was saved [3].

It was not until 1920 that the first public radio broadcast was made. TV broadcast

stations, radar, microwave links, satellite, and mobile communications soon followed. Analog

cellularmobile phones arrived in the early 1980's. Second-generation digital cellular arrived in

the early 1990's and provided better voice quality, spectrum. efficiency and some value added

services like data. With an estimated 500+ million subscribers by the end of 2001, there are

approximately 40% more cellular users than Internet users. However, the tremendous growth

of the Internet is driving the development of third and fourth generation wireless multimedia

services [4] with a greater focus on data.

1.2 'mSTORY OF THE INTERNET

The Internet had its beginnings with the US Department of Defense during the cold

war. The Advanced Research Products Agency (ARPA) was created with the mandate to create

a robust network of computers. Although in 1969 ARPA NETwork (ARPANET) was founded

exclusively for military applications, several academic computer networks were started and

joined to ARPANET [3]. Among them, the National Science Foundation Network (NSFNET)

was created in 1985 to serve the academic community regardless ofdiscipline [5].
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Several coordination bodies were formed under the ARPA Internet program..The
..

Internet Configuration Control Board (lCCB) was replaced by the Internet Activities Board

(lAB) later renamed Internet Architectme Board. As ARPANET's role diminished the lAB

slowly assumed the mantle of leadership. In 1990 the ARPANET was fully decommissioned,

leaving the lAB in control of the burgeoning Internet and funded by NSFNET, other

government funded activities, and the commercial sector [5] .

. The main technological reason for the Internet's success was the standardization of the

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP). The original host-to-host

protocol was the primitiveNetwork Control Protocol (NCP). The first implementation ofTCP

provided Internet routing and host-to-host virtual circuit connectivity between networked

computers. TCP was then divided into two protocols, TCP to provide host-to-host flow control

and IP. to perform the packet routing. TCPIIP was adopted as a standard in 1980 by the.

American Department of Defense, and in 1985 by NSFNET. By 1990 TCPIIP had supplanted

or marginalized most other wide-area computer network protocols to become the preeminent

protocol suite [5].

All through its history the Internet has maintained a community spirit of free and open

access to basic documents, including all the protocol standards. In fact in 1985 the lAB even

went so far as to school the various vendors in correctly implementing the TCPIIP protocols.

Request For Comments (RFC) are the 'documents of record' in the Internet engineering and

standards community. RFCs specify standards and help disseminate information among the

Internet community and can be foundwith any web browser [5].

Although interconnecting computers over telecommunication links was a great idea, it

is the applications that run over the network that have made the Internet popular and useful. In
.

1972 email was initially introduced as the hot new "killer application". In addition to email,

file transfer, remote login, and even voice over packet were originally proposed. By the end of

1990 a software consultant by the name of Tim Bemers-Lee had perfected the web, an
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application to easily transfer text and graphics across the Internet. The first commercial Internet

browser was based onMosaic and marlceted as Netscape Navigator in 1995. It made it easy for

the layman to transfer information with a simple point and click. The World Wide Web

(WWW) became the newest killer application, changing the primary function of the Internet

from one of research, to a communications medium for all [3][5]. The WWW was responsible

for the continued exponential growth seen in Figure 1.1.

i
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10,000,000
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100
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Vear

Figure 1.1: Growth'ofthe Internet [3]

1.3 PATTERNS OF RURAL LAND SETTLEMENT IN

NORTHERN CANADA

Walter Christaller's Central Place Theory (CP1) is one ofthemost well known theories

in human geography. Situation of cities, towns and hamlets show spatial regularity depending ,

on the size of the settlement. Small communities occur most frequently and are spread out

equidistant from, and surrounding the next largest size of community. The trade area for each

small community would be circular if the community was isolated. However, the trade areas
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become a network of hexagons when considering the effect of a homogenous distnbution of

small communities. Likewise the next largest sized communities are equidistant from each

other with larger but still hexagonal trade areas [6].

The Christaller Model makes some simplifying assumptions including a uniform plain
.

geography, which do not hold up well in Northern Canada. The development of transportation

and communication lines was affected by Canada's physical geography and in tum influenced

the pattern of land settlement. Originally, forts and settlements were built to facilitate the fur

trade. This resulted in communities being built on the highways of the time, systems of rivers

and lakes. Later, rail, communication lines, and roads affected land settlement. Even

Saskatchewan with its flat topography, has 'the alphabet railway', communities that sprang up

along the Canadian National Railroad (CNR).

The progress of land settlement in Canada's mountainous Northwest was' aided by

construction of the Alaska IDghway during World War II [7]. In the Yukon Territory the

communication lines follow the highways, which in tum follow the valleys. The resulting

topology of rural land settlement consists ofpockets ofpeople strung out in long lines between

larger communities. Most rural people live within a 25-35 km radius ofa terrestrial microwave

repeater communications tower!

1.4 HIGH-SPEED FIXEDWIRELESS ACCESS FOR

RURAL NORTHERNERS

There are currently very few options available to rural Northerners for high speed,

reliable access to the Internet. Rural residents do not have access to high bandwidth

communications media such as NorthwesTel's wired Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line

(ADSL) services, and are generally relegated to using low bandwidth modem connections over

voice circuits [8].
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With the exploding information industry; Internet advertising, Internet telephony and

multi-media, e-commerce, and e-banking, there is a growing demand for faster, improved data

service, and a growing disparity between the services available to rural and urban users. This

leaves fiustrated rural users with limited access to valuable information and communications

resources. Equally frustrated are the service providers with no way to provide such services for

this large, eager, and virtually untouched, client base [9].

1.4.1 TRLabs' MCS Solution

TRLabs' Multipoint Communication System (MCS) was designed to be a cost-

effective solution to the above problem. The objective of this system is to provide two way

wireless Internet access and telephone service at data rates suitable for effective utilization of

current and future multimedia applications. Key factors mcorporated into the design include

easily deployable remote hardware, both a standard Local Area Network (LAN) and telephone

interface, full scalability ofcapacity, and of course, reliable and cost-effective service with low

capital investment [9].

Communications in both directions use the
same frequency charmet fc

N 3530 MHz.

�
�

-100 hou.ehold.�
�

Oient Ste.tion

�Hub Station

Figure 1.2: TRLabs' MCS TimeDivisionDuplex (TDD) communication
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The MCS hub controls communication between itself and typically 100-200 client

households per channel, by means of a token polling scheme (see Figure 1.2). In a simplistic

explanation the hub sequentially polls each client, passing a software token along with any data

to the client. Since the transmit and receive frequencies are the same, the hub then shuts down

the transmitter and listens for the client to return the software token along with any data. This

method of communication, known as Time Division Duplex (TOD), efficiently uses the

spectrum, especially for asymmetric Internet data.

The MCS project was designed to provide Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP)

capability. Voice requires small amounts ofBandWidth (BW), but with frequent transmissions

and low tolerance to delay. Data requirements are just the opposite and are often described as

bursty, with large amounts of BW transmitted infrequently. Despite the difficulties associated

with adding voice, the MCS design successfully integrates voice and data, via the polling

scheme described in Section 3.2.

1.5 MOTIVATION FORRESEARCH

.

This work began with a desire to examine the network: requirements and evaluate the

feasibility of a practical implementation of the MCS into an existing network infrastructure.

Canada's NorthweSt represents a significant challenge in supplying telecommunication support

over a vast geography to a sparse population. The population density ofCanada's Northwest is
.

among the lowest in the world. At 0.14 persons per square Ian, the population density is

approximately 5% of the Canadian average [7]. Canada's Northwest represents a tough testing

ground for any project designed to supply communication services to I'Ul'8l people.

Three and a half months were spent in the Yukon Territory with the incumbent

telephone company, NorthwesTel and its subsidiary, NMI Mobility. The capability of the

terrestrial microwave infrastructure to provide the communication channel required to backhaul

the rural Internet traffic was analyzed. The geOgraphy and population density were studied to
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determine, coverage distances, system capacity and spectrum requirements. Much of the field

work is included in Chapter 2.

The preliminary Yukon field research provided a realistic look at the practical

problems associated with providing wireless Internet and voice service to rural communities.

This research also provided the incentive to accurately model the MeS behavior in a realistic

rural setting. The values for key parameters and variablesneeded for the accurate simulation of

the TRLabs' MeS project are outlined at the conclusion ofChapter 2.

1.6 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

There are three main research objectives documented in this thesis. The first objective

was to study the possible deployment of the TRLabs' MeS radio in a real network scenario,

examine the key parameters, and suggest a suitable network topology for modeling rural

Internet access.

The next objective was to create a subset of the MeS behavior and based on the above

realistic network topology, implement a valid simulation test bed for the MeS. This required

examination of the current capabilities of networking technology, including current IP related

standards for implementing VoIP.

The final objective was to evaluate the VoIP performance and the data throughput

efficiency of the MeS algorithm in the realistic network scenario, and examine its suitability

for rural Internet and voice service. Will the MeS allow data and voice to coexist, maintain

reasonable data throughput, and still be able to guarantee quality ofservice (QOS) to voice?

1.7 THESIS ORGANIZATION

The thesis organization follows:
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Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the history ofwireless communications and the

Internet. TRLabs' MCS project for rural wireless Internet access and a possible implementation

in Canada's Northwest is briefly discussed.

Chapter 2 explains relevant background communication theory. This chapter also

presents the analysis of NorthwesTel's infrastructure and possible implementation plan for

deploying an MCS. The quintessential parameters for providing Internet access to the rural

Yukon are clearly delineated. The resulting parameter values are used in the testing oftheMCS

algorithm.

Chapter 3 explains the theory of operation of TRLabs' MCS system and the multi

access protocol. The relevant features of the network simulator (ns) used to test the MCS and

the C++ code written to emulate theMCS behavior, are thoroughly explained.

Chapter 4 discusses how to provide a valid HyperText Transfer Protocol (IfITP)

workload to the MCS simulator. Results of a literature search on current capabilities of IP,

routing, queuing and options for providing Quality.Of Service (QoS) to voice are presented.

Themetries for characterizingVoIP performance are explained.

In Chapter 5, the MCS is simulated according to the parameters delineated at the

conclusion of Chapter 2. The ability of the MCS algorithm to prioritize voice under various

network conditions is explored.

Chapter 6 presents the results of testing data throughput under various wireless

network conditions. Bit errors and their effect onMCS throughput are taken into consideration.

The data efficiency results from the simulation of theMCS protocol are compared with straight

Round Robin (RR) performance.

Chapter 7 presents a summary of the results and conclusions. Also, future work is
.

outlined, and possible modifications and suggestions for improvement to the MCS protocol are

presented.
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CHAPTER 2

YUKON RESEARCH

The objective in going to Whitehorse, Yukon was to investigate a possible fit of the

MCS to NorthwesTel's network, and the feasibility of deploying this radio system to reach

rural Northerners. This involved studying spectrwn considerations, coverage distances,

physical/electrical/network interfaces, locations, population densities, and a rudimentary cost

analysis. The capability of the existing MicroWave (m/w) network infrastructure and

transmission facilities to support the backhaul data from the MCS hub was also considered.

2.1 BACKGROUND TELECOMMUNICATION THEORY

2.1.1 Digital Multiplexing

The existing multiplex hierarchy is based on the Digital Signal level 0 (DSO) which in

tum is based on the nature ofthe human voice. Although humans can generate and hear higher

audio frequencies, most of the human voice energy is concentrated in the 300 to 3300 Hz

range. Sampling theory states that in order to accurately represent a signal, the sampling rate

must be at least twice the highest frequency signal to be represented, The traditional sampling

rate for voice is 8000 samples/second. As seen in Figure 2.1, the voice is sampled by way of

Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM), then quantized by the Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)

process. The resulting 64 kbps stream is known as a DSO [10] .

. A 1.544 Mbps DSI frame is created by repeatedly byte interleaving 24 DSOs, plus a
.

ftame bit. Originally, Channel Service Units (CSU) were designed to accommodate 24 voice
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channels andmultiplex them into a DS1. In-band signalling occurs in every 6th frame when the

Least Significant Bit (LSB) of all 24 voice channels is overwritten with channel specific

information such as on/off hook status. Data Service Units (DSU) as the name implies, were

designed to transmit data into the DS 1 and do not overwrite the LSB, as this would result in

serious data errors. Combined CSUIDSUs can merge channel allotments resulting in integer

multiples of64 kbps data throughput, leaving other channels for voice.

8000
samples/sec OSO rate

-64 kbps
8 bit
register

Audio
Channel )))"

300-3300 Hz
• , sample ... 8 bits
•

Audio

)�,channel V#24

DS1 nde
, Byte of - 1.544 Mbps
channel
�n� �

,\ , \ , I , " " I I I I I I I �eBit
1----- A 193 bit OS, frame occurs every .125 msec -----1

Figure 2.1: Formation ofaDSI frame

.The frame bit is used for synchronization and to signal alarm conditions on the DS1 .

trunk. With additional cost and complexity 28 independent DS 1 s can be furthermultiplexed to

create a 274.176 Mbps DS3 bit stream. DS3s are commonly used for backbone transport in the

Yukon and are usually accompanied by ''wayside TIs", which allow smaller amounts of data

traffic to be picked up economically along the way. A Tl has become virtually synonymous

with DS1, although in a strict sense it is limited to copper based digital facilities.

While the Tl format is used for Point To Point (PTP) trunking it is usually converted

to a V.3S serial interface by the CSUIDSU at the endpoints. Basically, V.35 is a well known
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physical layer standard used to interconnect Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) and the

CSUIDSU. V.35 is significantly better than the older RS-232 standard and its range can be up

to 1.2 km at data rates of 100 kbps. Range is much shorter at the 1.544 Mbps rate. Most DTE's .

such as routers andWideAreaNetwork (WAN) switches have the option for a V.35 interface.

2.1.2 Loeal Area Networking

The most common protocol used to enable communication between computers within

a local geographic area is Ethernet. In 1985 the IEEE published the internationally accepted

IEEE 802.3 Ethernet specification. As seen in Figure 2.2, computers on the LAN are all

interconnected through a broadcast medium by means ofa Network Interface Card (NIC). The

NIC takes a data packet such as an IP packet from its host and encapsulates it within a Ethernet

frame. The Ethernet frame includes the physical address of the destination computer or router

attached to the LAN. If the NIC senses that the medium is CUITently idle it transmits the

Ethernet frame into the broadcast medium. Although all the computers hear the broadcast, only

the NIC with a matching address will receive and process the Ethernet packet, finally passing

the original IP packet up to its host.

LAN

10BaseT

LAN

Figure 2.2: The overall network picture
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The only real difficulty occurs on an Ethernet LAN when two NICs simultaneously

sense the medium is idle and simultaneously begin transmission into the broadcast medium.

When these collisions are detected both NICs abort and randomly backoff before trying to

retransmit. This behavior is known as Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detect

(CSMAlCD).

A well known Ethernet standard is the 10BaseT. The "10" stands for the 10 Mbps bit

rate ofthe medium. When transmitting on the broadcast medium aNIC will transmit at the full

10 Mbps. Data transmitted into a 10BaseT network is not modulated onto a higher frequency

but is simply a Manchester encoded baseband bit stream. The "T" in 1OBaseT indicates the

type of cable used to interconnect the NICs. Twisted pair cable is common in most office

buildings and can be used to wire together a 10BaseT network.

2.1.3 Wide Area Networking ,

The interconnection of LANs is known as a Wide Area Network (WAN). While

Ethernet provides address mechanisms for communicating on a local broadcast network, a

different protocol is required to route traffic between LANs. Frame Relay (FR) is such a

protocol that is used in the Yukon.

FR. uses a packet switching technology, evolving from X.2S, but is much more

efficient. FR. contains mechanisms for addressing, error checking, and traffic shaping. Traffic

shaping is done by means of a Committed Information Rate (CIR) and packet marking. The

CIR is the minimum rate a source can expect to receive from the network. Ifa source transmits

at a faster rate then extra packets are marked as disposable and sent into the network. In cases

of network congestion the marked packets are dropped. FR. Access Devices (FRAn), also

known 'as FR. AssemblerlDisassemblers, typically strip off the Ethernet frame and encapsulate

the IP packet in a FR. frame for transmission across theTl tnmk.
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FR provides many advantages and an alternative to the public Internet. Many LANs

can be interconnected by means of Virtual Circuits (VC) without the need of dedicated

physical links. FR can encapsulate and transmit any type of network protocol, not just IP.

There are currently available, FR compliant routers that can compress the IPII'CP headers,

resulting in significant overhead savings for VolP.

2.1.4 OSI Model

The Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) Model is comprised of the protocol stack seen

in Figure 2.3. To keep this discussion succinct, only the bottom four layers ofthe OSI protocol

stack are discussed here. A block of data (represented by the shaded boxes in Figure 2.3) to be

sent across the network ftom. one computer to another must first be encapsulated by three

levels ofprotocol before being sent out on the physical link.

TransportHeader
Network Header

Data Unk Header

�--
DataUnk
Trailer

OSI
Model

Intemet
Model

Common
Examples

3.

Process! Telnet FTP
Application
HosHo-Host TCP UDP
Internet IP

NetworkAccess Ethernet HOLe
FrameRelav

7.
6.
5.
4.

2.
1.

Figure 2.3: The OSI and Internet protocol stack

A data unit is first encapsulated at the transport layer. The most common transport

header on the Intemet, is the 20 byte TCP header. This header along with the TCP algorithm is
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used to provide guaranteed delivery of the data block to its destination. TCP provides

connection-oriented service between two hosts and includes mechanisms for flow control.

From the transport layer the packet is passed to the network layer. IP is the most

common protocol used at this layer which is responsible for routing data packets from one

node (computer, host, or router) to another. This layer also includes many protocols by which

routers communicate path availability and cost. The IP version 4 (lPv4) network header

typically adds an additiona120 bytes ofoverhead.

As an IP packet travels across the network it will likely be encapsulated-decapsulated

repeatedly by different data link layer protocols. If the source computer is attached to a

Ethernet LAN then the IP packet will be encapsulated in a Ethernet frame then transmitted into

the LAN and picked up by the edge Internet router. The edge router's NIe could then strip off

the Ethernet frame and hand the IP packet to the network layer. Ifthe router was FR compliant

the netWork layer gives the IP packet to the FR interface card to be encapsulated in a FR frame

for transmission into the FR network. In this sense, FR can be considered a layer 2 protocol.

Other common layer 2 protocols are Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) andHigh level Data

Link Control (HDLC). On a point to point link such as a backbone trunk, the data link layer

must encapsulate the network layer packet in such a manner that the receiver will be able to

determine the start and end of each layer 2 frame as well as the delineation of the network level

data packet within the frame. Typically, all layer 2 frames start and end with a known bit

pattern for receiver synchronization.

Layer 1 is the final, physical layer which concentrates on how a single bit is

moved between source and receiver. These protocols depend heavily on the type of

transmission medium. Different physical layer protocols have been designed for radio, fiber

optic, and copper pair. How a bit is repreSented, bit rates, Manchester coding, Tl Super Frame.

(SF) format, Alternate Mark Inversion (AMI), ones density, and signal fading are all things

dealt with or used by the physical layer [11].
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2.2 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

2.2.1 Choice of Study Site

All of the terrestrial rnJw routes north of Whitehorse (Mt Berdoe and beyond, Figure

2.4) are old analog Frequency Division Multiplexed (FDM) radios and due to be upgraded

under NorthwesTe1's Service Improvement Plan (SIP). Therefore, these northern routes are

unsuitable for consideration. This leaves the route along the Alaska Highway and several

shorter routes south as viable study sites. NorthwesTel is also upgrading phone service

(replacing the SR100 radio [12]) to outlying communities from PainTMounTain (PTMT).

(CMPN) Champagne

(LBRG) Lab8tge

�-- (MDRV) Mendenha1l
Rivet

Figure 2.4: NorthwesTel terrestrial rnJw sites of interest

The network interfaces are basically the same all along the AlaskaHighway. Tl tnmks

back to Whitehorse are available at all rnJw temrina1 sites; Mount Dave (MIDV), Paint
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Mountain (PTM'I), Teslin (TSLN), and Watson Lake (WTLK). There are also unused Tl

wayside trunks available at some of the intermediate mlw repeater sites including Champagne

(CMPN), Mendenhall River (MDRV), and Laberge (LBRG) (see Figure 2.4).

Although there is adequate phone service in most rural areas, new developments and

single dwellings are often difficult to reach with traditional phone service. This makes wireless

VoIP an attractive possibility for low cost installations. The wireless Internet access aspect of

the MCS would undoubtedly, greatly increase the data Services to rural Yukoners. However,

due to the Yukon's sparse population, the probability of 100 subscribers within a 2S Ian rural

footprint is relatively low. Therefore, the MCS radio which supports >100 users/channel would

accommodatemost rural pockets with a single channel.

. P1MT is a good choice for studying a possibleMCS deployment. It has Line Of Sight

(LOS) with several subdivisions, lakeside cottages andmajor highways in three directions. The .

MCS could possibly be used for roadside assistance phones, park information booths, seasonal
\

connections to cottages as well as providing permanent internet and phone service. The

following is a detailed feasibility study of deploying one single channel MCS hub at PrMTI

for wireless Internet access, and assumes a semi-full complement ofclients.

2.2.2 MCS Hub to Network Interface

The MCS is currently designed to run at a rate of 2 Mbps in the roD shared channel.

This means themaximum data throughput in one direction at one time is 2 Mbps. If incoming

and outgoing data are symmetrical, then there would be 1 Mbps in both directions. Due to

some overhead associated with the polling scheme, totalMCS data throughput is less than the 2

Mbps, and closer to 1.544 Mbps. Tl trunks are full duplex with 1.544 Mbps in both directions

for a total of 3.088 Mbps. At first glance a Tl/2 rate would be sufficient to backhaul data.

I'Jhe basic implementationplan can be applied to any site with an available Tl, incl. mlw repeater sites.
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However, since most Internet traffic is asymmetrical, to the client, a full Tl is still required to

service the MeS hub, although the upstream 1.544Mbs ofthe Tl would be largely unused.

Currently available hardware is shown in Figure 2.5. The MeS could be deployed at

P1MT, since there is an available Tl to haul data to and :from the Whitehorse central office

(WH1lIYTXB). At WHTHYTXB there is a wide area network (WAN) switch and core

Internet router. Tl frame relay interfaces2 are available on the Passport network and allow

access to the FR network. There are currently V.35 frame relay ports available on the Passport.

-

100 remote households Whitehorse Cote Internet
Router

Osco 7507

Equipment must be inserted at both ends of the Tl to enable the transmission of

Internet data across the Tl trunk. At the MeS end of the Tl, a protocol conversion between

10BaseT and frame relay is required. A Frame Relay Access Device (FRAD)3 efficiently·

TI Trunk along
m/Wbackbone

PTM1YfRR WHTHYTXB

Figure 2.5: Existing hardware

"
...converts a data source, such as... an Ethernet LAN frame, into the frame relay frame...»

[13]. However, most FRADs are meant for use over lower speed, local access lines. A more

21be government's ConnectYukonPlan could result in :frame relay switches inmore rural communitieS.
3 FRADs can use less :framing overhead than 1P devices which is ofcritical importance to voice comms..
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expensive, frame relay compliant router (see Figure 2.6) such as Cisco 2524, with a built in Tl

CSUIDSU is the other alternative. At the other end of the Tl , the V.35 interface on the

Passport also needs a Tl CSUIDSU.4 A commonly used Tl CSUIDSU is Motorola's FTlOO.

-

100 remote households Whitehorse Core Internet
Router

Qsco 7507

mJwbackbone
TI Trunk along

Figure 2.6: Complete system

2.2.3
.

MCS Radio Coverage

Preliminary link analysis predicts good mlw coverage for line of site (LOS) up to 25

km from theMCS hub.S Further distances can be achieved, using directional antennas, low loss

cables, and if needed., larger power amplifiers. In the PTMT case a l80-degree sector antenna

will reach most of the rural inhabitants and would provide an additional 3 dB of gain beyond

an omni-directional. A link analysis for the PTMT scenario can be found in APPENDIXA
.

The PTMT communication tower has excellent WS in three directions, along the

Alaska ffighway east and northwest, and the Haines Road south. Rural dwellings are

4 An expensive T1 module could be bought for the wide area switch. However, there are generallymore
V.35 thenTl ports permodule, andNorthwesTel has V.35 ports available.
s Assuming 1 W power amplifiers. and a 7 dBi omni antenna at the hub.
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concentrated along the Alaska ffighway at bn 1602 (Canyon), bn 1646 (near Bear Creek),

Pine Lake subdivision (close to Haines Junction), and several dwellings near Ian 220 of the

Haines Road (see Figure 2.7). According to Yukon Territorial Government (YTG) property

assessment records [14], there are currently -62 possible clients for rural Internet services in

the PI'MT area.
6

2.2.4 Industry Canada Frequency ADoeation

TRLabs' MCS radio was designed for the FWA7 3400-3700 MHz band. More

specifically, the MCS should be operated in Block F, 3525-3550 MHz since it uses TDD [15].

Full 25 MHz blocks of spectrum are available from Industry Canada for rural areas, where

"
...rural service areas are defined as those areas having low telecommunication (teledensity)."

·.I37.21mVilDJ77328PlPG

··I37.GS139 ViID.7832MlPP1P77 ..

'·137.51711' ViID.7C31.5PPP1P71 .

·.I37Ifnt)� YiID.7832MlPP1P77

'·137.03488 ViID.aI71DlPPlP83

'·1371»516YilDJ5ll81PPPlP8P

·.I37.3NS6 ViID.8171D1PPlP83

'·137BltmYiID.aI71DIPP1P83

'·137.03488 YiID.88IIDm1IP1PP5

ort

Figure 2.7: Industry Canadamap for the PTMT region

6Any plotwith a rural designation and a dwelling was counted as a client, seasonal cottages were
weighted as � a client. Improvement value to the plot, andmIw LOS were also CODSide1'ed.
7 FixedWireless Access generally refers to the use ofradio to provide access to a public
telecommunications netwodc for telephoDe aDdIor data 1Iel"Vices.
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All of NorthwesTel's serving area is considered low teledensity including Whitehorse and

Yellowknife [16]1 Spectrum cost is not based on the MCS hub's coverage area (25 km radius

from PTMT in Figure 2.7), only on the number of 25 km2 hexagonal cell areas served. In

Figure 2.7, the 10 PfMT cells highlighted are the only ones that need to be paid for [17].

The MCS radio achieves BW efficiency in the order of 1.6 bpsIHz using Differential

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (DQPSK) modulation. This results in one 2 Mbps MCS

channel using about 1.5 MHz including guard bands. Although more than one channel may be

required in areas like Whitehorse or Yellowknife, PTMT only needs the 1.5 MHz spectrum for

one channel. Industry Canada allocates spectrum in full 25 MHz blocks. Although this may

seem like a waste, the yearly rental cost for the 25 MHz block is quite insignificant compared,

with other operating costs (see Table 2.3, below).

2.2.5 Rudimentary Cost Analysis

Estimated setup costs in deploying aMCS at P1MT to reach 62 data clients are shown

in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. Initial capital costs do not include any customer tower/house

structures required to get above tree level at customer site, shipping costs, or the cost of the

VoIP phones (Table 2.2). The prices used for the MCS hub and client stations are based on

Table 2.1: Initial costs for deployment ofMCS hub

Equipment & Company& Model Cost/unit units total
Service

Frame Router Cisco 2524 Router $1,676 1 $1,676

C/WTl CSUIDSU Tl CSUIDSU Module $1,275 1 $1,275

MCSHub TRLabs $2,000 1 $2,000 '

Omni Antenna Til-tek TA-3404-S-1S0 $1,000 1 $1,000

Cabling Andrew LDFS-50A $S.S5/ft 50 $293

Installation ofHub

cIw Helicopter Trans NorthHelicopters $SOOIhr 4 $2,000

& Technician NorthwesTel Technician $751hr 15 $1,125
Total- $9,369
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-113 ofthe prototype cost.8

Table 2.2: Initial costs for deployment of62 MCS clients

Equipment & Company& Model Costlunit units total
Service

MCSClient TRLabs $1,000 62 $62,000

Client Antenna c/w CSAWireless A-35AI2*-e $300 62 $18,600
25' ofcable Andrew FSJ1-75 $41 62 $2,542

Client NorthwesTel Technician
$22S/client 62 $13,950

Installation For 3 hours/client

Total = $97,092

Yearly costs to transport data at a Tl rate from the Internet to P1MT are considerable. The

total yearly operating cost, for supplying Internet service to 62 clients9 in the PTMT vicinity

using a full Tl trunk is $176,016 (as per Table 2.3) plus additional costs for rental of site,

space, power, antenna, and other maintenance costs. The monthly operating cost of servicing

each customer is approximately $176,016 112 months I 62 clients or, $236.

Table 2.3: Yearly operating costs for a Tl backbone

Service Company & Model . Cost/unit units total

Frequency Industry Canada
$60/cell 10 $600

Spectrum 3525 - 3550 MHz

Tl Rental PTMT to
NorthwesTel $7,618/montb 12 $91,416

Whse, 94miles
Tl IP Gateway NorthwesTel $7,000/montb 12 $84,000

Total = $176,016

Obviously, the CUJTent operating costs in supplying service to 62 clients in this test
.

case renders MCS deployment unprofitable. However, the operating costs depend largely on

8 Costs ofbardware at 3S00 MHz should come down as more systems are built& deployed in this band.
9 Analysis done for 62 clients, represents an unrealistic 100% marketpenetration. Deployment costs in
Table 2.2 are directly proportional to the number ofclients, making other scenarios easy to calculate.
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the speed of the backbone, and are pro-rated from Tl speeds of 1536 kbps down to speeds of

64 kbps. In the PI'MT case renting a fractional Tl, say 512 kbps, would reduce the operating

costs significantly.

Most data flows in the direction from the Internet to the MeS hub. The backbone could

be restricted to a much slower speed than the MeS hub without causing technical difficulties.

The MeS hub could easily keep up with slower incoming Internet data from the fractional Tl.

Outgoing Internet data is usually minimal and would not cause backlog problems at the MeS

hub/router interface. Since the backbone is the bottleneck, BW available to the individual client

is now determined by the fractional Tl speed divided by the number of other active users. The

effect of the MeS protocol overhead is no longer a concern since it is now operating well

within its capability.

Although initial equipment costs represent a fraction of the operating cost, they too

could be minimized. TheMes is not designed for a one-client-one-computer topology, rather,

programmable software currently limits users to three additional computers at eachMeS client

site. These computers can be wired together with category 5 Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP)

cable to a distance of 100 meters from a central location. This allows four computers to share

the cost ofoneMeS client.

Due to the current tariffs associated with trunk rental, it may be hard to make a

business case for rural Internet access in the Yukon. However, government initiatives such as

the Connect Yukon Plan are pushing out frame relay' access to many rural communities;

Government money and policy may make deployment of Internet access such as 1RLabs'

MeS radio possible. In the cases where BW is available and unused, a possible reduced rate

that allows the telephone company to make some money on the unused Tl, and/or government

subsidy, could still allow the deployment of rural wireless Internet access at high speeds.
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2.2.6 Field Trial Site

. Since the PTMT site represents a realistic scenario of adequate size and complexity, it

was studied in some detail to evaluate the feasibility of deploying a MCS in rural Yukon.

However, P'IMT is perhaps not the best place to attempt a field trial. The only access to the

P'IMT mIw terminal site is by helicopter from Haines Junction, Canyon Mountain (CAMT)

would be an ideal test site provided a fractional Tl is available or can temporarily be made

available. CAMT is only a 20 minute drive from downtownWhitehorse and coversmost ofthe

city. The MCS, with its 10BaseT interface, could be field trialed right in the downtown

Whitehorse C.O., although this would not necessarily allow testing of the fractional Tl

backbone performance.

2.3 VoIP TELEPHONY

.
-

While the MCS can supply high speed Internet access, it has the ability to do much

more. The MCS was designed to incorporate voice service to any and all clients. As the MCS

allows more voice calls to be set up, data service is gracefully degraded to slower speeds. A

programmable limit to the number of voice calls ensures a minimum da.til throughput for

Internet users. Since efficient use of the backbone trunk is of paramount importance, several

low bit-rateVoIP COderlDECecoders (codecs) were considered.

Internet phones provide very efficient algorithms for transmitting digitized voice.

Traditionally 64 kbps PCM voice, has provided toll quality service. The International

TelecommlDlications Union's (ITU) G.723.1 specification supports voice compression to rates

as low as 5.3 kbps with less than toll quality audio. Although IP packet and frame relay

addressing overhead can increase the effective bit rate to -15 kbps, techniques such as silence

suppression and header compression can bring the effective bit rate back down. Internet
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telephony has the ability to compress speech a factor of 10:1, greatly increasing the effective

throughput on the backbone trunk.

Although codecs such as G.729A commonly used for VoIP can approach toll quality,

variable delays and different paths associated with the unknown Internet make predicting voice

quality, and therefore guaranteeing it, an impossibility. For this reason, telephone companies

have traditionally stayed away from VoIP. However, it is possible to design a VoIP system

across a known network (Figure 2.8), effectively adding a valuable service.

The additional hardware required for bandling VoIP is shown in Figure 2.8. The

second Cisco router (point 6 in Figure 2.8) strips off voice IP packets and hands them to the

Public Switched Telephone Networlced (pS1N) via a digital gateway. A server with call

manager software sets up and tears down voice calls. The IP digital gateway handles the

G.729A to G.711 (PCM) protocol conversion, Dual Tone Multi Frequency (DTMF)

detection/generation, signaling, and line echo cancellation [18].

The MCS hub needs to know the location of the Call Manager (eM), Dynamic Host

Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server, the Trivial File Transport Protocol (TFTP) server, and

the Domain Name System (DNS) server for configuration purposes. The latter two services can

be located with the call manager software, or as currently implemented, with the core Internet

router. ,When properly configured, the MCS hub deals with local IP phone traffic, and no

backbone resources are used. TheMCS hub polls active IP phones first, before polling the data

users, ensuring voice packets destined for the PSTN are put out on the backbone ahead of

lengthy data packets. Incoming voice packets are similarly given preferential treatment. The'

second Cisco router hands the voice packets directly to the PSTN without switching through a

possibly congested core Internet router.
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In the PTMT scenario each client could be outfitted with an IP phone. A reasonable

MeS hub software limit of ten voice calls allowed at one timelO is assumed. Ten 0.723.1

codecs result in <50 kbps of backbone used for voice. In order to reduce backbone costs a

fractional Tl of 512 kbps is assumed, still allowing over 90% of the backbone available for

Internet data. The better quality 0.729A voice compression technique, at 8 kbps plus framing

overhead less silence suppression and header compression savings, would result in -420 kbps,

or 82% of the backbone available for Internet data. VoIP allows rural users phone service

access toWhitehorse while only degrading data service over the backbone by -18%!

Osco 7507
Cote Internet

4 5 6 Router

EFJIt--_PT_1BIII!!I�1I!I!!I12b�:-sTnmk__....-j� '��m __ u_u��3,@
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VoIP10BaseT 10BaseT3

ServeT with Osco
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Figure 2.8: Internet accesswith IP telephony

10 The current SR100 radio system is designedwith 15 voice channels serving up to 96 POTS clients.
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2.3.1 . Delay

''Humans can endure approximately 250 milliseconds of (end-to-end) delay before a

voice conversation becomes awkward and perhaps intolerable."[13]. Other sources estimate a

150 msec limit to delay, for quality voice communication. In the networlc ofFigure 2.8, most

delay occurs at points 1 and possibly 2. The G.729A compresses voice to 8 kbps but at the

expense of 35 msec coding delay plus 20 msec of packetization delay. The Mes hub polls

active IP phones every 30 msec. If the MeS poll is completely out of sync with the IP phone

packet generation, an additional delay of up to 30 msec may result. Although the MeS hub

polling may result in extra delay, it also guarantees minimal voice packet delay at the router

(point 4 of Figure 2.8). Minimal delays are associated with routing at points 4 through 8 in

Figure 2.8.

Table 2.4: Total delay budget for IP voice

Point on
el.8· Description of delay

Delay

1 G.729A encoding delay 35

1 Packetization delay 20

7 Voice DecompressionG.729A 10

8 Digital Switch 1.6

beyond 8 Long distance PSlN propagation delay 20

nla Miscellaneous delays <.8

Total-127.8 ms

Extra delays may occur as IP packets coming :from the PSlN via the digital gateway

join the Internet data traffic at point 6 in Figure 2.8. Most routers give priority to small packets,

such as the VoIP packets. The IP gateway could be programmed to set the IP Type Of Service

(TOS) field to 1000 which minimizes delay [13]. It is also possible to program the router to
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give strict priority treatment to VoIP traffic coming in on the 10BaseT interface resulting in no

unpredictable queuing delays. The shaded areas ofTable 2.4 are simulated in Chapters 5 and 6.

There are protocols such as Resource reSerVationProtocol (RSVP) (see Section 4.3.1)

and Real Time Protocol (RTP) that are meant to facilitate VoIP. RTP is a protocolmore suited

for multi-media rather than this application. RSVP protocol leads to more processing intensive

and expensive routers. The protocol has to be implemented in all the routers, and adds

unnecessary overhead to this application. The total system delay (Table 2.4), including the

extra propagation delay of a long distance call, does not exceed the 150 msec criteria for

. quality voice communications.

2.4 BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THE MCS DESIGN

TheMCS hub must have line ofsight (LOS) with 'each client. In Saskatchewan, LOS is

easily established between rural clients and a central tower. Yukon has a vastly more

challenging terrain. Often pockets of people are tucked behind the brow of a ridge, or at the

bottom of a cliff. A prime example is Canyon Village (near Canyon Creek) within the P1MT

+-2!- Dedicated link to PTMT �

Buried

CO pair :J
-----.....-- H500m :=:-I

24. 7�� I t:���mtOPT�N

.... 1000m

Figure 2.9: Canyon creek (CYCK) community spur
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serving area. The village has a bluff between it and PTMT. The SRl00 currently has a

dedicated mlw path from P1MT that overshoots the village, to a small local tower. The rural

residents are wired out from the local tower, as per Figure 2.9.

There are a number of ways to overcome the difficulties associated with the Yukon's

mountainous terrain. Hardware providing a dedicated radio path fromP1MT to the local tower

could be designed or bought. The Mes hub would then be deployed at the local tower. The

clients would communicate with the local MeS hub (see Figure 2.10).

MCSradio
hub

� Dedicated link to PTMT �

Figure 2.10: A dedicated mlw path to P1MT

'Another solution could combine NorthwesTel's ADSL service with a MeS client to'

provide Internet access. The existing wire plant in some communities could be used to provide

ADSL service from the local tower to the homes. The ADSL Digital Subscriber Line Access

Multiplexer (DSLAM) would hand the Internet data to a Mes client. The Mes client could

easily be configured to allow many more IP addresses than the software controlled limit of

four. T4eMeS hub could also be configured to poll the IP addresses associated with the local
,

towermore frequently (seeFigure 2.11).
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Figure 2.11: Combining ADSL and TRLabs' MeS

Since the polling scheme demands a virtually instantaneous response, there is no

simple way to repeat the MeS hub signal without incurring an unacceptable delay. The

alternative solutions above are technica.lly feasible, but the additional complexity circumvents

the cost efficiency and simplicity ofthe currentMes design.

2.4.1 ' AMore Complex Network

Many rural Yukoners living outside the outlying communities live along the major .

highways.l1 Since the terrestrial mlw route also follows these highways, it would be possible in

some cases12 to deployMeS hubs atmlw repeater sites and reach many of these people. Figure

2.12, below, shows a possible network implementation.

'This network topology allows efficient use of the backbone. If Laberge (LBRG) and
.

Mendenhall River (MDRV) are not busy the full backbone can be utilized by Champagne

(CMPN) and PTMT. Although this topology allows the dynamic allocation of backbone BW

11
Mendenhall, Champagne, Tagish, andMarsh Lake subdivisions are good examples.

12 WaysideTI's are available at mostm/w repeater sites on theAlaskaHighwayNorth ofWbitehorse.
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between the four sites, it does present a problem to VoIP. The VoIP packets going further out

to PIMT could easily get stuck behind large Internet data packets going to one of the closer
.

sites. Further VoIP traffic studies are required to determine whether the precedence given to

VoIP by using the IP TOS field would alleviate this problem.

Alternatively each site could be dedicated a fraction of the backbone. This would not

allow dynamic allocation ofBW between the sites. However, it would guarantee voice priority

between the MeS hubs and the PS1N gateway.

Cisco 2524 Cisco 2524

t::f:::.. T1 Rate t::f:::..
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LBRGVTRRCMPNYTRR MDRVYTRR

2.4.2

Figure 2.12: A possible network implementation

. Alternative Teehnologies

There are other wireless Internet technologies that exist as finished products. There is a

vast 811'8y ofwireless routing and networking hardware. Unfortunately, none are designed for

all of the rural. Interriet access parameters such as <100 people, long distances of>25 Ian, and
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strict prioritization of voice. The following is a list of some available wireless Internet

equipment and vendors.

- Cisco's wireless LAN products (Aironet and Clarity)
http://www.cisco.comlwarplpublicl44/jump/wireless.shtml
http://www.aironet.com/marketslisp_cyber.asp
- Cisco's new "Clarity" wireless broadband product
http://www.cisco.comIwarplpubliclcclpd/witclwt2700/
http://www.cisco.comIunivercd/ccltd/doclproduct/wireless/wspglindex.htm
- Lucent Tecbnology'sWave�
http://wavelan.com/
- Waverider Communications Inc.

http://www.waverider.com
.

- Wi-Ian
http://www.wi-lan.com

SR Telecom
http://www.srtelecom.com

2.5 SUMMARY

. The technical requirements of deploying TRLabs' MCS in rural Yukon have been

studied thoroughly. The MCS' 10BaseT interface can be easily meshed to most of

NorthwesTel's digital mIw routes. The existing analog portions of NorthwesTel's

infrastructure will soon be upgraded, resulting in the capability to deploy anMCS hub virtually

anywhere in the Yukon.

The MCS represents a unique wireless Internet data and voice service. Despite the

mountainous terrain the MCS can be used to provide service for between 70% to 100% of rural

Yukoners in a 2S km radius from the m/w repeater sites. Since the majority of rural Yukoners

live within LOS of a terrestrial m/w route, potentially, many rural residents could be provided

with Internet access and voice service.

The majority of the MCS deployment cost in rural Yukon stems from the expensive

leased line tariffs associated with hauling Internet data any distance. This in tum stems from
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the high cost associated with building and maintaining terrestrial mJw routes through the

Yukon's mountainous and challenging territory. The cost prohibits a successful business model

in all but a few well populated regions. The only alternative from the business perspective is to

restrict the Internet backbone BW in order to lower the trunk and access fees.

Often the government mandates the provision of service, no matter if the cost exceeds

the return. In these cases government money is available to push out service to rural Canadians.

The MCS radio provides a viable alternative to pushing out Internet access in areas where

trenching cable is too costly. As the cost of VoIP hardware continues to come down, the

efficient voice service MCS incorporates will become increasingly valuable. As described

above, VoIP can provide an efficient, quality voice service between the rural communities and

Whitehorse.

The Yukon research resulted in choosing the PfMT site as a realistic network test site

which provided a baseline set of values for the parameters used in the simulation of the MCS.

The total number of clients serviced by the hub was set to 60. The current SRIOO radio supplies

amaximum of96 clients with IS voice circuits. Therefore, the number of simulated concurrent

voice calls was set to IS. Since TI trunks are available, a TI backbone bit rate was also used as

the base value. Due to most rural Yukoners living within a distance of 30 km from the mJw

repeater, the distance parameter was set to 30 km. Since the telephone company is interested in

maintaining toll quality voice, the lowest bit rate encoder, G.723.1 was not used. A higher

quality 8 kbps codec, G.729A developed specifically for a simultaneous voice 'and data

environment was used instead.
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CHAPTER 3

TRLabs'MCS

TRLabs created the MCS software and hardware prototypes. The following sections

describe the operation of a subset of the MCS software used to simulate the MCS polling

algorithm. The subset ofMCS behavior described in this chapter was used to simulate and

gather the performance results of Chapters 5 & 6. The subset of MCS software was chosen in

such a way as to accurately emulate the steady state activity of the MCS. No effort was made

to capture the initial registration of a client, statistics recording, serious error control and

recovery, or the hardware specific behavior of the MCS. The simulation parameters were

manipulated such that although individual retransmissions occurred, no system-wide error

recoverywas required on the part of the simulated MCS.

The subset of MCS software was implemented in the "ns" simulator [20]. Ns is a

public domain network simulation package written largely in C++ With some code written in

Object oriented Tool Command Language (OTcl). Ns comes with many C++ modules written
.

to enable simulation of computer network topologies, algorithms, and protocols. With some

additions, the ns environment has proved a useful testbed for the MCS algorithm. Interaction

between theMCS C++ modules and the original ns modules is described in APPENDIX B.

3.1 BASIC NETWORK TOPOLOGY

The basic network topology used to test the functionality of MCS algorithm. is

composed of two parts, the MCS cluster and the simplified Internet. Nodes 0-7 in Figure s.i
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make up the MCS cluster. Node 0 is the MCS hub, while nodes 1-7 represent rural clients.

Node 8 is the Internet edge router. Nodes 9-12 are web servers, node 13 is the Call Manager .

(CM ) to which all VoIP calls are directed.

N.....

1-7'<!)CIiorU'!)1 0 ®@ION.....

<EJWrlJS
......

" / " /
o _M_CS_� ----T1-1�-km-----E(8j --@
dl� l"jAom
\V

.® 0 @'II�_
Figure 3.1: Basic MCS topology in ns

.Each edge between any two nodes has a BW and a propagation delay (8p.q,) associated

with it. The edges between node 0 and nodes 1-7 are set to 2 Mbps and a 8p.q, equivalent to a

distance of 30 Ian. These edges represent the common IDD radio channel between the MCS

hub and its clients.

Voice packets are given priority at node 0, the MCS hub. To maintain low latency for

voice calls, all routers between the MCS hub and the CM give priority to voice packets. The

voice queue is always emptied entirely before servicing a packet in the data queue. The data

and voice packets are discriminated between by use of the ns "fid;" label. Current technology,

such as Cisco 2600 series routers is capable ofthe same behavior based on the 'type ofservice'

field in the IP header.

3.2 ,MCS POLLING ALGORITHM

The MCS polling algorithm was written to facilitatemany fixed point clients in a large

geographical area. The MCS hub is the master station and controls all data flow on the radio
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channel by issuing tokens sequentially to individual clients. A client station (sJave) can only

transmit into the radio channel after receiving a valid token from the hub.

RF Lile 01 SVlt

'"

--�
Figure 3.2: Hidden terminal problem

This MCS master-sJave polling arrangement for Medium Access Control (MAC)

effectively neutralizes the common 'hidden terminal' problem (Figure 3.2) found in many

wireless LAN's. Due to the large distance separating the client stations there is a high

probability that two stations have RF line of sight to the hub but not to each other. In Carrier

Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMAlCA) MAC protocols, any client station,

such as stations B & C in Figure 3.2, are allowed to transmit whenever the radio channel is

idle. Since stations B & C cannot sense each other's transmitter, they assume the channel is

idle regardless of the other station's transmission. The result is data collision at the hub and an

effective loss ofradio BW due to the following retransmission.

The MCS polling algorithm was written to give priority to deJay sensitive voice, while

allocating left over BW to data devices for Internet access. At the heart of the MCS polling

algorithm are four lists13 and four pairs of timers. Figure 3.3 shows the four basic lists of the

MCS algorithm and a possible state table for the MCS client cluster shown in Figure 3.1. One

data device (computer) and one voice device (VoIP phone) is assumed for each client station.

13 A fifth, inactive Jist, is reserved for non-functional clients and is not included in simulation.
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Initially, all data devices are on the quiet list, which is polled the least frequently. A,
device on the quietlist receives approximately 2 polls/sec," Any time a data device answers a

poll with a packet it is immediately moved to the hot list. The hot list is polled as frequently as

the leftover BW from voice allows. After 2 sec of inactivity on the part of a data device it is

moved to the data list. A device on the data list receives approximately 20 polls/sec. After 360

seconds of inactivity a data device on the data list is moved to the quiet list. As seen in

Figure 3.3, a client's data device has to belong to one ofthe three data lists.

! .

Time to next poll Time to next poll I Time to next poll i Time to next poll
._ _ " ..� __..-.__ _ .

Minlnterval = 0 ms I DAT.AJJSTJERIODI IQUlETJjSTJERIODI
Maxlnterval = 30 ms I Data List Count Quiet List Count

<30ms

HOT_TIMEOUT
after 2 seconds ->

bumped to data list

IDATUESSION_TIMEOUTi
• =

! after 360 seconds -> bumped!
! to'et list !
I

qm
i

Too many successive
errors => Loss ofany

polling status

VOICE LIST HOTLIST i DATA LIST I QUIETLIST

Access to list by
explicit setup and
teardown request

!

1

2 2
!

3 3

4 4
•

5
· .

! ! 6

i 7 I

Figure 3.3: Four basic lists in theMes Algorithm

The software in the client radio notices when a voice device tries to place a call. The

client then answers the next token for its data device with a special message requesting

permission for voice call allocation. If the resources are available the hub adds the client's'

VoIP phone to the active voice list and responds with, an ACKnowledgement (ACK). The,

14This number is an approximation, since the varying voice load takes precedence.
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client's 'data device was just starved of one poll and will have to wait for the next token pass to
'

transmit a packet. Once on the active voice list, a voice device can expect a maximum delay

between polls of 30 msec. The resulting algorithm is an elegant solution, allowing data and

voice, with diametrically opposed requirements to co-exist efficiently. The ability of the MCS

algorithm to prioritize voice is further demonstrated in Chapter S.

3.3 'MCS'DATALINKLAYER

The MCS hub-client pair work at the lower two layers of the OSI protocol stack, the

data link and physical layers. From the point of view of the network layer, the MCS channel

responds like a regular 10BaseT Ethernet data link layer. Figure 3.4 shows an additional router

(compared to Figure 3.1) required for a real network.1S The hub strips out the network layer

Protocol DataUnit (pDU), the IP packet, from the Ethernet packet received from the router R

(Figure 3.4). The 26 bytes ofEthernet header" are removed then 11 bytes ofthe TRLabs' MCS

header and 7 bytes of layer 2 High level Data Link Control (HOLe) header are added. The

packet is now ready to be transmitted onto the radio channel to its destination, on the next poll.

Nodes,'·7: Mts Clem� �� I' 0, /
17\ MCSH:-m� 108...T®�-� R

dl�
\V®\V

(;;\ @Nodes 9-,2: Web Servers

\:!)I®"

/
Tl Bockbgne I(j\ --@2'5llun E&;,eD)

Internet RotDr

I
®a. Manager

,

Figure 3.4: A real implementation requires additional routerR

IS The additional routerwas not simulated, since the lOBaseT link would neverbe the bottleneck.
16 Header commonly refers to the total header/trailer bytes encapsulating a network layerPDU.
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The MCS plus HDLC header is shown in Figure 3.5. Only the Station 10, Control 1,

and HDLC CRC are discussed here as they pertain to the ns model." The Station 10 field

contains the recipient station's MCS address. The hub uses Control 1 to signal to the client

whether a voice or data token is being issued. Control 1 is also used to signal whether the

Payload field contains a data packet, voice packet, or nothing at all. The checksum is used to

verify the other 10 bytes of MCS header. The HDLC CRC is taken across the entire packet

including the data payload. The HOLC CRC is used to immediately determine if a frame was

received in good order andwhether an acknowledgment and/or packet should be returned.

<------------------------------------------------32 bits-------------------------------------------------->

Statio�ID

HOLC Control

Control 2 UNUSED

HOLC Opening Flag HOLC Address

Control 1

Parameter 1 Parameter 2

t-p-ar-am-eter--3------PA-YL-O-AD-�
IChecksum IHOLC Cyclic Redundancy Check IHOLC Closing Flag I

Total: 18 bytes + Payload

Figure 3.5: MCS frame format

The Control 1 byte is ofkey importance to understanding the steady state operation of

the MCS. When the MCS polling algorithm decides it is time to send client 1 a token, it sets

the header Station 10 to 0000 0001, sets the TO or TV bit of Control 1 (see Figure 3.6)

depending on whether a data or voice token is being issued. If a data token is being issued and

there is a data packet queued for client 1 then the IP data packet is added to the Payload area of

the MCS frame and bits TO and D of Control 1 are set. Similarly if a voice token is being

issued and a voice packet is queued, the voice IP packet 'is added to the Payload area and bits
'

TV andV ofControl 1 are set. The MCS frame is then broadcast into the radio channel.

17 OnlyMes header fields relevant to the controlled environment of the simulator are explained, further
proprietary information can be found in TRLabs' internal documents [21],[22].
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Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0

TO TV 0* 0* D V 0 DA

Bit 7: Token Data, set byHub to allow Client to replywith data.

Bit 6: Token Voice, set by Hub to allow Client to replywith voice.
: Bits 6 & 7 cannot be set simultaneously.

Bit 5: UNUSED *

Bit 4: UNUSED *

Bit 3: Data, set by Hub or Client, indicates data packet included.
Bit 2: Voice, set by Hub or Client, indicates voice packet included.
Bit 1: UNUSED

Bit 0: Data ACK, Set by Hub or Client indicating previous packet received in good
order. TheDA bit is used to signal reception ofeither a voice or data packet.
* Where the MCS uses the separate control 2 byte, the simulated model actually uses
bit 5 to signal a voice Call Setup(CS) and bit 4 to signal a Call Teardown (CT).

Figure 3.6: ControLI byte ofthe MCS header

When a client receives a MCS frame it strips out the IP packet, adds the Ethernet

. header and forwards the packet out over the IOBaseT interface to the appropriate device. The

client checks Control 1, ifeither ID or TV is set, then the client has permission to transmit a

MCS frame into the radio channel.

The five data exchange scenarios in Figure 3.7 coincide with selected clients from

Figure 3.3. These timelines are drawn to scale with time increasing downward. The slope of the

near horizontal lines represents the propagation delay. Like routers, the MCS hub and client,

are store and forward devices, meaning the entire packet has to be received before any action

can take place. The thickness of the lines represents the transmission delay (&r...s) ofX bytes

into a 2 Mbps radio channel. The thinnest line in Figure 3.7 represents a packet transfer of an

18 byteMCS frame with no payload.

In the first scenario the hub sends client 1 an empty (no payload) framewith the ID bit

of Control 1 set to indicate a data token is being passed. Since client I has no data packet, it
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returns the empty frame. Some time later the MeS polling algorithm chooses client 2. Client 2

is on the quiet list so there is likely no outgoing data. Since them bit was set on the received

packet, client 2 is allowed to respond with an HTIP request. Then the hub sends back an

emptyMeS frame with the DA bit set, acknowledging receipt of the HTI'P packet. Some time

later a small 40 byte TCP acknowledgment packet is sent to client 2 in the 3M scenario. Since

no data is queued at client 2 only an emptyMes frame is returned. The hub receives the empty

frame with the DA bit set acknowledging its previous packet. The payload was empty so the

hub does not need to return an acknowledgment.
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Figure 3.7: Timeline for various'hublclient packet exchanges
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The fourth data scenario is the most common. Data being downloaded to the client

comes in large 576 byte chunks. When client 4 receives the data packet it is ready to respond

with a 40 byte TCP acknowledgment for the previous TCP data packet (not shown in Figure

3.7) it. received. Once again the hub sends an empty MeS frame with the DA bit set,

acknowledging receipt of the client's packet. Note, the hub does not have to wait for client 4 to

receive the empty Mes frame before starting the next packet exchange. Therefore, the third

propagation delay is not factored into the denominator ofEquation 3-1.

Throughput efficiency (11) for a system is determined by the ratio of time spent

successfully transmitting payload bits to overall time. Network efficiency (N11) is the efficiency

seen from the network layer of the protocol stack Payload bits are everything in the network

layer PDU including the IP header. From this point of view, HDLC andMeS header bytes are

overhead and lend to system inefficiency. Nl1 for the fourth Mes data scenario Figure 3.7 is

givenby the equation:

Assuming a 2 Mbps radio channel and 6.3 usec/km propagation velocity [23], the total

efficiency seen from the network level is .806.

The final data scenario ofFigure 3.7 shows client 5 responding to a data token with a

voice call setup request instead of a data packet. Voice tokens are never issued to a client

unless it has previously requested a call setup. Although no payload packets are passed in

either direction the hub still responds to client 5 with an emptyMeS frame acknowledging the

voice call setup request.

The four voice packet exchange scenarios of Figure 3.7 are very similar to the data

scenarios. Bit 6, the TV bit is used to issue a voice token instead of the TD data token bit.
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Since the voice packets are much smaller, 43 byte payload for an 8 kbps codec, network

efficiency for a voice exchange is much worse than its data counterpart:

Although the data and voice exchanges of Figure 3.7 are very similar, there is an

important difference in the way the MCS treats a faulty data or voice packet. A station will

keep a copy ofthe data IP packet. Ifa station receives aDAbit acknowledgment for the data IP

packet it sent, it will drop the copy it has. If it does not receive the DA bit acknowledgment

then it will retransmit the same IP packet on the next poll. Due to the low latency requirements

of voice, no copy is kept ofa voice IP packet. Ifthe CRC shows a packet is in error the packet

is dropped at the receiving station. This behavior results in a retransmission at a later time for a

data packet, or for a voice packet, a loss results.

3.4 MCS SIMULATOR C++ CODE

The objective in writing the additional c++ modules in ns was to mimic the current

software design and behavior of the Mes as closely as possible. The finished modules were

then inserted into a ns network topology to test the characteristics and efficiency of the MCS.

Prior to taking a detailed look at the c++ code, an explanation of time slots and the desired

behavior ofthe MCS is in order.

Figure 3.818 below, reveals how a timeslot is broken into three sections. Voice is

guaranteed highest polling priority. The amount of time used by voice depends on the number

of active voice users currently speaking. The time allowed to service voice calls has a limit

18 The base diagram was taken from intemal TRLabs' documentation [21].
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determined by the Connection Admission Control (CAC) algorithm. The CAC will limit the

maximumnumber ofvoice devices allowed service at any one time.

After the entire list of voice devices has been serviced, leftover time in the 30 msec

timeslot is used to service data clients. During this leftover time, clients on the hot list will be

One Tine Slot

� ...

10 Voice Clem;
each de\Iice at 8kbpt. VCIL
60 Data Clem;
."..., ciItIhIted acroII the
Hot. Data. Md QI.iet htt.

Figure 3.8: Time allocation in theMCS radio channel
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servicedmost frequently, followed by the data and quiet lists. Although the hot list gets I Mbps

in Figure 3.8, the effective throughput as seen from the network level will be at best, 806 kbps,

due to the overhead associated with theMCS' token passing algorithm.
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To create the MCS behavior, a mini-kernel was designed to schedule the tasks

associated with sending out and processing tokens. Each entry in the process table (Figure

3.9(a» is sequentially scanned by the microprocessor until an expired timer is found. First the

higher priority "MaxInterval" column of each entry is searched sequentially. If the current

clock time minus "LastCalled" is greater than the ''MaxInterval'', the ftmction associated with

that entry is executed. After calling a function which services one of the four lists, the

''ProcessTable'' is again scanned starting from. where it left off the previous time. If no

"Maxlnterval" timer has expired then the ''MinJnterval'' column is scanned. Notice that the
.

"[HOTYROC]" entry has a ''MinJnterval'' of zero, meaning ''ProcessHotClient()'' is the

default process ifno other timer has expired.

Index MinIntervai MuIntervai LastCalled Function Pointer

[QUIETYROC] 8.33 msec 8.33 msec 0.00833 ProcessQuietClient()

[VOICE...JlROC] 23.5msec 23.5msec 0 ProcessVoiceClientsO

[DATA.....PROC] 50.0msec 50.0msec 0 ProcessDataClient()

[HOTYROC] O.OOmsec 30.0msec 0.01234 ProcessHotClient()

(a) ProcessTable

Index VoieeState DataState LastActivity

[1] NULL QUIET_STATE 0.00833

[2] VOICE_STATE DATA._STATE 0

[3] VOICE_STATE QUIET_8TATE 0.01234

. . : .

. . .

[60] NULL HOT_STATE 0

(b) ClientStateTable

Figure 3.9: Two key structures internal to the "MCSController"

From the ''MaxInterval'' values in Figure 3.9(a) the "[QUIETYROC]" is serviced

most frequently! This ''MaxInterval'' value depends on the number of clients currently on the

quiet list. Also a call to ''ProcessQuietClient()'' will likely result in a short exchange (data
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scenario 1 of Figure 3.7) whereas ''ProcessHotClient()'' would likely result in alonger data

exchange (scenario 4 ofFigure 3.7).

Figure 3.9(a) shows the subset of the MCS process table which was actually

implemented in the ns simulator. The client state table shown in Figure 3.9(b) maintains client

specific information. The C++ module ''MCSCon1roller'' was designed to replicate the

behavior of the MCS polling algorithm and is shown in files ''mcscontroller.h'' and

''mcscon1roller.cc'' in APPENDIX D.2. Function ''resumeJllcs(char controLl)" on line 339 of

file "mcscontroller.cc" emulates the behavior of the MCS scheduler. This function is further

explained by use of a flow chart in Figure 3.10.

The MCS polling algorithm is realized by means of the process scheduler built in

''mcscontroller.cc''. This code was created as similar to the originalMCS as possible. Generally

when program control is passed to line 339 a successful hand shaking and packet exchange

between hub and client has just occurred. The value of "controLl" has information that needs

to be processed, from the previous exchange with client number ''toketLto_client_:''. If data

was exchanged the client is moved to the hot list by changing the ''DataState'' field of the

"ClientStateTable" (Figure 3.9(b» to "HOT_STATE" and updating the "LastActivity" field to

the current time. This "LastActiviti' field is periodically checked to determine whether a data

device should be bumped down to a lower priority list (Figure 3.3). A voice call setup (line

350) or teardown (line 373) signalled through "controLl" is also dealt with at this point.

Next the type oftoken last issued is checked (line 370). Ifa voice token was last issued

then program control must be passed immediately to "ProcessVoiceClients()", since the entire.

voice list is processed at one time. If the previous token was a data token, we call

"CorrectTiming" then proceed with scheduling a new process (shaded area of Figure 3.10).

"CorrectTiming" updates the ''Maxlnterval'' and ''MinInterval'' timers for the data and quiet

lists depending on the number ofclients currently on each list.
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ERROR (h 421ff)

Figure 3.10: Flow chart for the simulatedMCS scheduler.

The process scheduler shaded in Figure 3.10, is actually quite simple. Starting at the

"NextHigbProcess_" index, it will search through the entire ''ProcessTable" (Figure 3.9(a» or

until an expired "MaxInterval" timer is found. If no "MaxInterval" timer has expired start at

''NextProcess_'' index 8nd search through the entire "ProcessTable" or until an expired

''MinInterval'' timer is found. Once an expired time is found, it will immediately exit the

scheduling loop and pass program control to the appropriate Process' function. Process'

functions "ProcessVoiceClieots()", ''ProcessHotClient()'', "ProcessDataClient()", "Process-
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QuietClient()", will semcll the respective voice, hot, data, or quiet list for the next client and

issue a token. On completion of a packet exchange scenario (Figure 3.7) program control

passes back to ''START'' (line 339), and the whole cycle repeats.

Normally packets are routed through an DB network based on the destination address of

the packet. Once a packet destined for node 4 traverses the link between nodes 8 and 0 (Figure

3.1) it would normally be received by node 0, routed and placed in the output queue ofthe link

connected to node 4. If the link between nodes 0 and 4 was idle the packet would be

immediately transmitted down the link to node 4. This is not the behavior sought after in

simulating theMes radio channel.

In order to emulate the Mes polling algorithm the queue at the head ofa link must be

able to recognize and sort three types of packets. A data or voice packet must be queued

separately andmust not be transmitted into the link unless aMCS token packet is generated for

the client associated with that link. In the simulator theMes token is actually a separate packet

not just a header built around the voice or data packet. This convention is used in the DB

simulator so that the MCS header portion can be easily separated from the IP packet. Only the

IP packet gets forwarded onto the backbone.

(8) Normal Queue

Unk

Unk

(b) MCSQueue

Figure 3.11: Comparison ofaNormal and "MCSQueue"
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· Figure 3.11(a) shows a normal queue-link pair operating in one direction. Once a

packet is received it is forwarded out on the link immediately, provided there is not a packet

currently being transmitted. In this sense the normal queue is non-blocking.

The "MCSQueue" module is coded in files ''mcsqueue.h'' and ''mcsqueue.cc'' found in

APPENDIX D.2. Figure 3.1l(b) shows three queues internal to the ''MCSQueue''. Until an

MCS token is generated by the hub the data and voice queues are blocked, they are not allowed

to transmit a packet into the link. Once a MCS token has arrived, the ''MCSQueue'' will

determine what kind of token it is, and open the appropriate voice or data queue to allow one

packet out, followed by the MCS packet. All links between the hub and clients behave in this

manner. Since MCS token packets are generated sequentially only one link in one direction

will be active at anyone point in time. Although there are separate fixed links between the hub

and all clients, the behavior of the ''MCSQueue'' ensures these links successfully emulate a

radio broadcast channel.

Besides the ''MCSQueue'' module described above, the only remaining module

requiring an explanation is the ''PingAgent'' module found in files "ping.h" and "ping.cc",

APPENDIX D.2. The MCS token packet is. actually known as a ping packet to the ns

simulator. There is a pairof ''PingAgent's'' for every client in the simulation. One ''PingAgent'' '.

is attached to the client node and the other to the hub. A ''PingAgent'' is responsible for

generating the MCS token/ping packet complete with a valid "controLl" byte. As the ping

packet moves through the ''MCSQueue'' it allows a data or voice packet to be transmitted.

When the ping packet reaches the receiving ''PingAgent'' a special return field is incremented

and the ping packet is echoed back towards the link. The "PingAgent" is the simplest module

of all and merely checks the value of the ''ret'' variable. If "ret" indicates that the ping packet

has bounced back and forth between the hub and client three times then program control is

returned to the ''MCSController'' on line 339 of ''mcscontroller.cc''. Otherwise ''ret'' is

incremented and the ping packet· is sent back through the ''MCSQueue'' to the link.
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Figure 3.12: Interaction between "PingAgents" and "MCSQueges"

Figure 3.12 depicts the interaction between the "PingAgents" and the "MCSQueues"

during the voice packet exchange scenario 3 ofFigure 3.7. When the "MCSController" decides

it is time to issue client 4 a voice token (line 217 of "mcscomroller.cc" APPENDIX D.2) it

calls the "sencLvoice_tokenO" function ofthe "PingAgent" attached to node 0 and paired with

client 4 (line 82, "ping.cc" in APPENDIX D.2). As seen at tl in Figure 3.12 the "PingAgem"

attached to the hub (node 0) issues a special MCS ping packet with the TV bit of "controLl"

set (lines 85,86 of "ping.ccj. At time t2 the ping packet aaives at the "MCSQueue". The
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''MCSQueue'' determines that TV of "controL1" is set (line 180 of ''mcsqueue.ce'') and

unblocks the voice queue to release one voice packet. The ''MCSQueue'' is also responsible for

setting the V bit of "controLl" (line 200 of ''mcsqueue.ce'') indicating that a voice packet was

released into the link. Of the three internal queues, the MCS queue is the only normal non-

blocking queue so it allows the ping packet to follow the voice packet into the link as per t3 in

Figure 3.12.

When the voice packet arrives at client 4 it is automatically routed off to its

destination, a udp sink attached to client 4 but not shown in Figure 3.12. The ping packet is

also routed to its destination, the "PingAgenf' attached to client 4 (4 in Figure 3.12). The

''PingAgenf' checks the "ret" variable (lines 49,50 of "ping.ce'') to see how many times the

ping packet has traversed the link:. Since this is the first time the ping packet has come across

the link, the ''PingAgenf' simply increments ''ret'' and echoes (lines 62-65 ''ping.ce'') the ping

packet back towards the link at time ts. Incidentally, also at time ts, a data packet destined for

client 4 arrives at the hub, but is blocked from entering the link:.

The "MCSQueue" receives the ping packet at time � in Figure 3.12, and determines

that bit,TV of "controL1" (line 251 ''mcsqueue.ce'') is set19• Although the ''MCSQueue'' opens

the voice queue no voice packet is released since no voice packets are queued. No voice packet

is sent, so client 4 does not need an acknowledgment returned. Usually only the "PingAgenf'

increments the ''ret'' field of the ping packet. But because no acknowledgment is required

(Scenarios 1 and 3 Figure 3.7) the "MCSQueue" increments the ''ret'' field of the ping packet

to a value of two (line 267 of "mcsqueue.ce'') at time�. This stops the ping packet from being .

echoed across the link oncemore after time ts. At time ts the ''PingAgent'' checks the ''ret'' field

(line 50 of ''ping.ce'') and returns program control to the "MCSController" (line 52 of

19 In the simulator "controLl" bits are setby "MCSQueues" but unlike the realMCS, bits are never
reset, hence the values of "controLl" differ in Figure 3.12 from voice scenario 3 in Figure 3.7.
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''ping.cc'') with the final modified value of "controLl".· This completes the packet exchange

depicted in voice scenario 3, Figure 3.7.

3.4.1 Wireless Aspeets of the Simulation

An important characteristic of a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) is the Bit

Error Rate (BER) associated with the radio channel. Wireless access allows greater mobility

and ease of installation, however this is usually at the cost ofa significantly higher BER. Daily

and seasonal changes of the physical path profile cause multipath and diffiaction fading.

Fading in turn leads to a reduced Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and increased Inter Symbol

Interference (lSI) which results in bit errors. Since no Forward Error Correction (FEe)

techniques have been implemented, one bit error results in the loss of the whole packet. The

MCS simulator is capable ofemulating these packet errors,

In the event of a packet received in error the MCS will not return an acknowledgment

via the DA bit of "controLl" to the sending station. The sending station will then retransmit

the same data packet on the next polling cycle. If a bit error occurs in the MCS header then the

receiving station does not respond at all and the hub moves on to the next client after a time out

period.

In order to simulate this behavior, the ''MCSQueue'' uses a small module ''BERtimer_''

and two variables "BERlimiL" and ''BERcount_'' initialized on lines 50-53 of "mcsqueue.cc"

in APPENDIX D.2. Every time a data packet is successfully sent across the radio channel

''B�unL" is incremented (line 295 of ''mcsqueue.cc''). Once the ''BERcounL'' exceeds the .

''BERlimiL'' a flag is raised and a simulated packet drop occurs. ''BERlimiL'' is chosen based

on the data packet size and the simulatedBER. For a BER of 10-5 and a data packet size of576

bytes + 18 bytes MCS header, ''BERlimit_'' would be set to 100,000/(594·8) or 21. This results

in one packet dropped every 21 or a Packet Error Rate (PER) of .....5%.
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In the ns simulator, a packet can not be dropped then regenerated by the MCS hub

later. In order to emulate a dropped packet when the ''BERcounL'' >= ''BERlimiL'' flag

occurs, the next data packet is blocked from being transmitted onto the radio channel. Program

control is passed to the ''BERtimer_'' (line 167 of''mcsqueue.cc''), which bumps the simulation

time ahead by the transmission delay &r- of a data packet. The simulation effect is of a data

packet being transmitted into the radio channel and lost. The original data packet is still in the

data queuewaiting for transmission on the next polling cycle.

The ''MCSQueue'' successfully simulates the packet loss and retransmission resulting

from a bit error. The simulated retransmissions have the realistic effect of lowering the data

throughput and overall efficiency of the system as would be expected in a real radio channel.

As the BER increases it is more efficient to send small data packets and avoid retransmitting

larger data packets. These effects are simulated in Section 6.2.1.

The real MCS implementation has mechanisms for recording errors. If successive

errors to client X are high enough indicating. either client X or the link is down, then the

software removes X from the polling lists. No attempt was made to simulate this behavior, the
.

simulator assumes each client is well behaved and available.

3.5 SUMMARY

This chapter described the implementation in software of a subset of MCS behavior.

The basic network topology shown in Figure 3.1 was used as a simple testing ground to explain .

and authenticate the MCS' functionality. Enough of the original MCS behavior was illustrated

to help explain the necessary actions required for emulation of the MCS in steady state. The

operation of the core ''MCSController'' module was explained and how it operated with other

MCS modules to produce an accurate replica of the MCS polling algorithm. The interaction

between the MCS modules and the core ns modules was explained further inAPPENDIX B.
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The polling algorithm lies at the heart of the MeS. It determines data throughput for

clients and ensures voice prioritization and delay minimization. Hot data users that have a

history of being busy, are polled much more frequently than quiet users, resulting in higher

data throughput. However, data polls are routinely interrupted in order to process the voice

list. All voice clients are then given the opportunity to pass the delay sensitive voice packets

across the radio channel. Finally, it was detennined that data packet exchanges were twice as

efficient due to the larger payload size ofa data packet compared to a voice packet.
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CllAPTER4

SELECTED AREAS IN NETWORK THEORY

4.1 A VALID TRAFFIC MODEL FOR THE WWW

Having explained the MCS project and how it provides Internet access while

prioritizing voice, this section seeks to validate the use of certain traffic workloads. HTIP

version 1.0 and TCP Reno are the predominant protocols in the Internet Service Provider (ISP)

environment [24]. There is ongoing work in optimizing HTIP by using persistent and

pipelined comiections in HTI'Pv1.1. However; since the individual Internet user sees better

performance withH1TPvl.0, it remains the predominant protocol.

The distribution of lITTP file sizes can vary greatly, and is known as heavy-tailed.

Althoughmost files are only a couple ofkbytes in length, there are too many large file transfers

to ignore. In fact the large files, >10 Mbytes, create the heavy-tail effect using up most of the

system resources. The size of files transferred across the Internet can be accurately simulated

with a Pareto distribution with' a mean of 12 kbytes and shape 1.2 [24]. The time between

Hyper Text Markup Language (H1ML) page requests, i.e. user think times, can also be

modeled with a Pareto distribution. These variables are easily changed on lines 190 and 202 of

the tel file "vStandard" (APPENDIX D.2).

To accurately simulate a voice conversation, a TCP control connection is set up

between the MCS client and the CM. Once the TCP connection is completed the voice.

conversation is modelled with the Brady Model over a UDP transport. The Brady Model
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assumes exponentially distributed ON/OFF times, with means of 1.0 and 1.35 seconds (see

APPENDIX D.2, ''ns-default.tcl',) .

. H1TPv1.0 and Reno TCP were used in the voice and data simulations of Chapters 5

and 6, and are revisited inmore detail in Section 6.1. Constant rather than Pareto distributions

for Internet data traffic loads were used in the voice simulations of Chapter 5. The reasons for

this choice are explained at the end of Section 5.1. The more accurate Pareto distributions were

used to test the MCS data throughput efficiency in Chapter 6. The Brady Model for voice calls

was used throughout all the simulations.

4.2 WIRELESS LOCAL AREANETWORKS

4.2.1 BriefHistory

Although the concept of Wireless LANs (WLANs) has been around for over thirty

years, it was not until the allocation of unlicensed ISM bands at .9, 2.4, 5.7 GHz in 1985, that

WLANs became popular. Originally, WLANswere designed for environments where installing

a traditional LAN with coaxial cable was too expensive. This market did not materialize as

expected, due in part to the development of twisted pair (TP) technology. The need for

mobility and the possibility of replacing wired point to point links with inter-LAN bridges,

over severall0's ofk:ms, drove the development of second generationWLANs [25].

4.2.2 IEEE 802.11 WLAN Standard

IEEE 802.11, HIgh-PERformance LAN (IDPERLAN), and Wireless ATM (WATM)

are the three most common WLAN standards. HIPERLAN is the European standard for

WLAN with approximately the same capability, frequency band usage (2.4 or 5.7 GHz), and

physical layer spread spectrum technology. WATM is a proprietacy protocol that seeks to

extend the functionality ofAsynchronous TransferMode (Am) networks. IEEE 802.11 seems

to be themost popular and often implementedNorth American standard.
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The original IEEE 802.11 became a standard in 1997. It specified two bit rates, 1 or 2

Mbps, and three physical layers, 2.4 GHz Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS), 2.4

GHz Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum and (DSSS), and InfraRed light (IR). The IEEE

802.11b became a standard in 1999, and further specified rates of 5.5 and 11 Mbps over the

DSSS physical layer. IEEE 802.11 addresses many other concerns, including ad-hoc

networking versus access point (AP) architecture (Figure 4.1), security and power conservation

techniques, as well as various MAC options. Of most interest, is IEEE 802.1l's ability to

provide Internet access with VoIP capability over long distances efficiently.

Figure 4.1: The two architectures supported by IEEE 802.11

'The AP is the base or hub station directly connected to the wired infrastructure. '

Remote or client stations within RF range of the AP are known as the AP's basic service set

(BSS). Currently, the most common and possibly only MAC protocol implemented by

manufacturers is the distributed coordination function (DCF) [26]. The DCF standard is

patterned after the Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detect (CSMAlCD) protocol used

inmostwired Ethernet LANs. Themain difference between the DCF and Ethernet protocols is ,

the requirement of an explicit acknowledgment (ACK.) returned from the receiver to the

transmitting station on successful reception of a packet [27]. This two way handshaking is
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needed because ofthe nature of the radio channel. Unlike wired mecl.ium. a transmitting station

cannot detect a collision while its transmitter is on, therefore an explicit ACK is needed to

verify the success of the transmitted packet. Due to the need for an explicit ACK the wired

LAN will always have better performance than theWLAN.

An earlierMultiple Access with Collision Avoidance (MACA) protocol (28) specified

a four way, Request To Send/Clear To Send (RTSlcrs), plus packet, plus ACK method to

overcome the aforementioned bidden radio problem (Figure 3.2). IEEE 802.11 incorporates

this as an option to the c:lefiwlt DCF method for MAC. The possible collision now occurs when

two stations simultaneously transmit a RTS. Since the RTS is a small packet, the collision is of

shorter duration than between two lengthy data packets. If two RTS packets collide then no

CTS is issued and the colliding stations retransmit a RTS after a random back otT. Since

RTS/crs packets generate additional overhead, they are only used with the transmission of

large data packets.

The last method of MAC specified by the IEEE 802.11 protocol is the Point

Coordination Function (PCF). In the PCP method of MAC, the AP issues a beacon frame

which signals to all clients in the BSS that it now controls the radio channel The AP then

proceeds to poll each client on its polling list. As it issues a poll the AP can also send a data

IM----------------------Supemame-----------------------

Figure 4.2: Two methods ofMAC in the IEEE 802.11 standard
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packet. The client then returns a possible data packet and ACK. At this point the AP repeats the

polling cycle with the next client, but, since the radio channel is shared by all clients the AP

also piggy backs an ACK to the previous client on top of the poll + data packet to the current

client (Figure 4.2, above).

4.2.3 TRLabs' MCS versus the IEEE 802.11

.

Some striking similarities exist between TRLabs' MCS and the IEEE 802.11 protocols.

Both were created to inter-network computers over a wireless channel. Both are meant to

operate in the 2-4 GHz range. IEEE 802.11 's PCP controls the radio channel in a very similar

way to MCS. Compare the PCP portion of Figure 4.2 to the voice scenarios ofFigure 3.7. In

both cases the controlling station (AP or hub) is directly connected to the Internet and polls

remote client stations. However, the simileritiesend there.

IEEE 802.11 is at a disadvantage when examining its suitability for rural Internet

access. It is designed to encompass many different inter-networking scenarios, including

wireless Internet access, ad-hoc, and mobile. In mobile and ad-hoc networks, the number and

location of clients changes dynamically, resulting in a varying network topology. In fixed

wireless access (FWA), the MCS algorithm deals efficiently with a known set of clients over

relatively longer distances.

The DCF mode for channel access can only be used to provide data services, as no

delay guarantees can be made for time bounded data (i.e. voice). However, it may be useful to

compare the maximum theoretical throughput of the IEEE 802.11 DCF algorithm with the

MCS. Bianchi defines throughput "...as the fraction of time the channel is used to successfully

transmit payload bits." [27]. Since a payload bit is the network level PDU this definition of

throughput is the same as the definition of network efficiency in Equations (3-1) and (3-2) of

Section 3.3 above.
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· According to Bianchi, the maximum saturation throughput for the DCF mode for

DSSS physical layer is .8363 and requires the use of the RTS/CfS mechanism [27]. At first

glance this is comparable to the maximum MCS efficiency of .806 in Equation (3-1). On closer

examination, Bianchi uses a payload size of 1023 bytes. MCS efficiency goes up to .877 when·

using a 1023 byte payload. Lowering the channel bit rate to 1 Mbps further increases theMCS

N11 to ,913. Also, Bianchi uses a propagation delay of 1 usee which is equivalent to a much

smaller WLAN cell of .....150-200 m radius. No equation for IEEE 802.11 throughput as a

function of distance could be found in the literature. However, a wired CSMAlCD will always

out perform a wireless CSMAlCA because of the overhead generated by the additional ACK.

required for each packet transmission over the wireless channel. Therefore, the well known

formula [11] for IEEE 802.3 wired Ethernet efficiency,

1
17 =

1 + 50prop/O,,_ (4-1)

can be used as an upper bound to the possible throughput ofwireless IEEE 802.11.

The maximum amount of data carried by the link layer packet is known as the

Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU). To avoid packet fragmentation the packet size must be kept.

lower than MTU, which is commonly 576 bytes [11]. For a 30 Ian propagation delay of .19

msec, a 2 Mbps channel, and a 576 byte maximum packet size, Equation (4-1) produces a

limitation of .71. If the above MCS parameters were applied to the IEEE 802.11 LAN, it would

necessarily operate at an 11 of less than .71 due to the ACI{ overhead.

Applying Equation (4-1) to Bianchi's parameters of 1 J.lSeC, IMbps, and 1023 bytes

results in a upper bound of .999. Obviously the original .8363 throughput recorded by Bianchi

is well short of the maximum 11 expected by a wired Ethernet LAN. Bianchi also made the

simplifying assumption ofno hidden terminals in his analysis which does not take into account

the further reduction in 11 resulting from increased collisions and retransmissions. Obviously,
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under realistic rural Internet access parameters, the DCF mode of IEEE 802.11 is likely to

operate at amuch lower 11 than .71.

Since the 36 byte RTS packet has a 8.mns < 8prop with MeS parameters of 2 Mbps and

30 Ian, the likelihood of collisions increases as stations are too far apart to hear the short RTS

packet in time. Furthermore, IEEE 802.11 operates on a discrete time backoffwhere a slot time

is set long enough so that any station can detect transmission from another [27]. This slot time

necessarily includes 8prop between stations and is set to a maximum. of 50 J.1Sec indicating a

range of < 10 km. Vendors only specify distances of up to 7 Ian with external directional

antennas for IEEE 802.11 compliant hardware. The DCF mode for channel access is not a good

choice even for data services when reaching clients at long distances .

. A more promising alternative to the DCF is IEEE 802.11 's PCF. The PCF function

cycles through its polling list in a round robin fashion. It is more efficient than the MCS in how

it issues ACKs, since it piggy backs an ACK. for the last data transaction on the new poll (see

suggested improvements to Mes in Section 7.3.2). IEEE 802.11b also allows for dynamic

adjustment of the access rate, depending on channel conditions it will switch between 1,2,5.5,

and 11 Mbps.

However, the IEEE 802.11 PCF also has some irrevocable disadvantages. It has

significantly more physical and MAe layer overhead, 50 bytes, compared to the MeS 18 byte

overhead. If the data packet is not ACK.'ed the PCF requires the retransmission of the same

packet. This behaviour results in Head Of Line (HOL) blocking, as packets that could be

transmitted successfully to other clients are waiting for the packet in error to be successively

retransmitted [29]. The MCS algorithm also retransmits data packets, but only after cycling

through the rest ofthe polling list. TheMeS algorithm dynamically changes its polling order to

data devices based on the history of activity whereas the PCF polls in a strictly round robin

fashion.
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TRLabs' MCS is quite a bit more developed than IEEE 802.11 's PCF MAC. For

example, ''the IEEE 802.11 does not describe amethod for creating andmaintaining the polling

list. This is considered out of scope." [26]. There are a number of different papers on the

suitability of the PCF to successfully handle time critical services such as voice.

Veeraraghavan et al. [26] conclude that, with the implementation ofa CAC algorithm to ensure

the polling list does not overfill, the PCF could be used to successfully service voice

applications. However, Liu & Wu [30] disagree and state "Packet telephony cannot be easily

supported inWLAN using the PCF access mode". While the IEEE 802.11 committee continues

to work at improving the PCF MAC, (i.e. Enhanced PCF (EPCF), no vendors currently

support the PCF method for MAC [26]. The conclusion is that MCS likely outperforms the

PCF access mode in supplying voice services with Internet access to rural subscribers over

long distances (20-30 lan). The MCS' capability to handle delay sensitive voice is

demonstrated in Chapter 5 and compared with strict round robin polling in Section 5.2.4.

As a final consideration, 1EEE802.11 operates in the unlicensed Industry Science and

Medicine (ISM) band. This may be considered an advantage, since it is easy to deploy a system

without licensing concerns. However, without licensing it is also impossible to guarantee

interference free operation. TheMCS was designed for the licensed FWA IDD band [15].

4.3 GUARANTEEING QOS IN TODAY'S INTERNET

The greatest hindrance to deploying real time multi media over the Internet is the lack

of a common implemented mechanism prioritizing real time traffic. The two most common.

solutions suggested are the DIFFerentiated SERVices (piffServ) and INTegrated SERVices

(lntServ) Models. For successful performance either model must be adopted by most if not all

the Internet routers. Since neither solution is ubiquitous, the telephone companies are loathe to

entrust toll quality voice to the Internet for safe, speedy, reliable delivery.
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4.3.1 The IntServ Model for QoS

IntServ grew out of the philosophy that, there is an inescapable need for Internet·

routers to accurately reserve resources in order to provide individual traffic flows with specific

QoS [31]. Intserv was developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), as a proposed

solution to the problem of guaranteeing QoS to VoIP. The basic idea is to find a path between

two end hosts with enough bandwidth to support the given application requirements, which in
.

this case is voice. The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [32] is currently used to

communicate between routers and reserve BW and buffer space along the source-to-destination

path. The call setup is successful if each router along the path is able to provide sufficient

resources to guarantee the requestedQoS [11].

The resources requested by the host application can be characterized by the Reserve

SPECification (R.spec) and Traffic SPECification (fspec) parameters. The Rspec specifies the

level ofQoS being requested, while Tspec characterizes the nature ofthe traffic sent. RSVP is

responsible for delivering these parameters to the routers. The routers then decide, based on

currentresource commitments, whether they can afford to accept the request. Traffic policing

and shaping are required at the network edge to ensure that the sending application conforms to

the Tspec. If the sender generates traffic that is too bursty or at too high a rate, the non

conforming traffic is forwarded based on the traditional best-effort service ofthe Internet [11].

Despite providing QoS guarantees for real time traffic and efficient use of network

BW, Intserv is not widely deployed [33]. The Intserv Model requires additional complexity to

be built into all routers including core Internet routers. An edge routermay easily keep track of

various traffic flows, however there is a significant scalability issue when considering the

amount of traffic flowing through core Internet routers. The Intserv architecture is not easily

deployed, as every router on the source-destination path must be Intserv capable before the

QoS can be guaranteed.
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Interserv architecture seems to force changes to the Internet that were never meant to

be. The Internet philosophy has always been to keep complexity at the network edges, and let

the core concentrate on high speed routing and not much else. Many features that Intserv tries

to add to the basic Internet best-effort service currently exist in A1M networks. A1M switches

were designed from the beginning to support call setup, virtual path identification, bit rate and

QoS guarantees. Amore promising architecture for rural Internet access is the DifIServ Model.

4.3.2 The DiffServ Model for QoS

DifIServ takes the traditional classless IP best-effort Model, and creates a number of

relative classes for differentiating between different types of traffic. The basic idea is to mark

packets at the edge of the network, as belonging to a certain class. As the packet gets routed

through the network, DifIServ capable routers provide a level of service to the packet based on

which class it belongs to. A marked packet entering a portion of the network, not DifIServ

enabled continues on its way with no preferential treatment just the traditional best-effort

service: The resulting architecture is one that does not depend on a new signaling protocol, is

scalable and canbe deployed incrementally over time [34].

Depending on which version of IP is being used, DiffServ redefines either the IPv4
./

TOS field or the IPv6 traffic class field. Six bits of the byte are defined as the Differentiated

Services Code Point (DSCP) while the remaining two bits remain undefined [35][36]. Ofthe 26

combinations, approximately half are used to maintain backwards compatibility with IP-.

precedence schemes, leaving ....32 different classes.

The classes can be used to discriminate between aggregate traffic flows for the purpose

of providing premium quality to better paying customers, or to differentiate real time traffic.

Each DitlServ router along the path provides a certain Per Hop Behavior (PHB) based on the

packet class. To provide VoIP traffic with premium quality, VoIP packets require low latency,
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low loss, and low jitter, and as such should be marked with Expedited FOlWarding (EF), bit
_

patternXXI0 1110.

The DiffServ architecture seeks to move the complexity of marking and policing

packets and shaping traffic to the edge of the network. Figure 4.3 shows the DiffServ traffic

conditioning done at an edge router. The packets are classified into predetermined aggregates,

metered to ensure they conform to a traffic profile, then the DSCP is marked. In addition a

traffic shaper can be used to further shape and even drop packets in the event of congestion.

The core routers are then left with the job of high speed, switching, queuing and forwarding

packets-based on theirmarked class.

H IIncoming packet Meter
vfth IP header Outgoing OSCP

.:
marked packet

�B I • I ShaperlOassifier Marker
Dropper

-

Figure 4.3: DiffServ traffic conditioning

Although DiffServ is the more practical choice for providing QoS to voice, it still

cannot guarantee QoS. Within the Internet cloud, traffic loads vary drastically. A traffic flow -

within one aggregate high priority class may suffer worse performance than a flow within a

lower priority class. This occurs when the high priority aggregate has a heavier traffic load

compared with the low priority aggregate. However, within a well managed sub-network a

certain QoS can be assured.

4.3.3 IP Metries for Voice QoS

The three basic metrics used to measure QoS are loss, delay, and jitter. Packet loss is

most likely to occur across the radio channel, however, packets can also be lost due to

congestion in the Internet (i.e, router buffer overflows). Delay occurs at every routing node in
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the Internet. Since Internet routers are store-and-forward devices, even uncongested routers add

delay. Jitter is the variation ofthe delay of a packet, due to the flow ofpackets taking different

routes through the Internet. Jitter buffers are used to remove jitter and smooth out the effect of

different packet arrival times. The jitter buffer eHrninatesjitter by adding delay to the quickest

packets so that all packets can be played out at a uniform rate. Jitterbuffers increase delay, and

if the jitter buffer does not incorporate enough delay, more packets are received after their

designated play out point and are effectively lost.

The international telecommunication union (lTU) standard 0.114 states, that

maximum end-to-end delay required for excellent quality voice is 150 InSeC, with a maximum

of400 msec for acceptable quality voice. It has been further suggested by Kostas [37] that for

toll quality voice, delay should be kept under 100 msec with a packet Loss Rate (LR) less than

5%. Codec loss concealment algorithms can still generate good voice quality with loss rates as

high as 10%.

4.4 SIMULATOR IMPLEMENTED DERAVIOUR

The simulated sub-network designed for testing the TRLabs Mes algorithm follows

the DiffServ Model. A well known sub-network with behaved clients was assumed. Since the

unknown Internet cloud does not have any QoS guarantees, VoIP calls were carried only to the

CM (Figure 3.1) where they were stripped off and handed to the PSlN. The CM was assumed

to perform all the duties of a H.323 gateway, including; VoIP to standard PCM codec

conversion, echo cancellation, IP address to PSlN phone number translation, connection

access control, billing, call setup and teardown over a TCP connection.

The MeS hub has provisions for prioritizing voice. To maintain voice priority through

the sub-network, voice packets weremarked and treatedwith the highest priority. At any router

they were placed in a Priority Queue (PQ) which was always serviced first and completely,

before servicing the data queue.
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For the base simulation scenario, the backbone rate between.MCS hub and the central

router was a Tl. No provision was made for the normal signaling and control overhead, or

DHCP . and Internet Control Message Protocol (lCMP) traffic. For a more realistic data·

throughput, simulated results should be scaled downby as much as 75% [38].

In the basic scenario, voice packets were simulated with a 30 byte payload generated

from 30 msec ofa G.729a, 8 kbps codec. Compressed Real Time Protocol (CRTP) takes the 40

bytes of real time protocol (RTP), UDP, and IP headers and compresses them to 5 bytes.

Current Cisco software supports CRTP for frame relay (FR) and point-to-point protocol (PPP).

Since the Yukon has frame relay technology deployed, an extra 8 bytes of FR overhead was

added to the packets. Therefore, the total simulated voice packet length was 43 bytes on the

backbone network. Any packet going over the radio channel had an additional 18 bytes of

MCS header added to it. The 18 byte MCS header was actually simulated as an extra packet

that was stripped offof the underlying data packet upon crossing the radio channel.

4.5 SUMMARY

This chapter presented the research results into currentwireless networking. HITPvl.0

and TCP Reno were chosen to simulate data transfers, as they were the most common versions

on the Internet. Also a common North American standard for wireless networking, the IEEE

802.11 protocol, was chosen for further study and comparison to the TRLabs' MCS.

IEEE 802.11 DCF and PCP modes were examined for suitability to provide rural

Internet data services, and prioritizations for delay sensitive voice. With ideal channel

conditions (no hidden terminals, low BER) the DCF mode is capable ofproviding comparable

data throughput to MCS within a maximum range of 10 Ian. The PCF mode would operate

something like a rudimentary version ofMCS in prioritizing voice, and has potential to provide .

service to delay sensitive applications. Although the IEEE 802.11 has many admirable features
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it is unable to meet the long distant requirements of rural Internet access. It was designed for

mobile networking.and simply was not intended for FWA over large distances.

Various metrics and techniques for enabling delay sensitive voice on a network were

also studied. Loss rates need to be minimized to less than 5% and delay less than 100 msec for

toll quality voice. Due to efficient compression algorithms, voice packets are much smaller

than data. Ifthe number ofvoice packets is controlled then DiffServ packetmarking andPQing

can offer absolute prioritization of voice over data within a known network. However, due to

lack of common agreement between network service providers, guaranteeing VoIP over the

Internet is still impossible.
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CllAPTER5

SIMULATION OF MCS' VOICE CAPABILITY

The primary objective of this chapter was to thoroughly test the MCS algorithm's

ability to prioritize voice under various network conditions and traffic loads. Although voice

performance was the primary focus, aggregate data throughput was also recorded to give a

relative indication of efficiency. For comparison purposes the aggregate data throughput was

normalized to .683 Mbps, which was the throughput under base network conditions of Table

5.1. TheMCS algorithm was also compared to a straightRound Robin (RR) algorithm.

Table 5.1: Base network parameters

Simulation run time
1.00E-09

500 sec

Bradymodel on/off
Call setup/teardown
Call duration

18 Bytes MCS frame overhead
1.0/1.35 sec Size ofHttprequest

TCP Size ofHttp base page
UDP Number ofembedded objects

Numberofpages/session
30 msec Time between ests
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In this chapter the MeS algorithm was tested to see if it could maintain low enough

mean delay (J.L) and loss rate (LR) to maintain toll quality voice (as per Section 4.3.3). The

MeS' ability to prioritize voice under all network conditions was considered to be of key

importance. To thoroughly test the MeS algorithm and tIy to find the point were toll quality

voice could no longer be majntained several parameters (shaded areas in Table 5.1) were

varied.

S.1 VALIDATION OF NETWORKMODEL

TheMes is a TDD system, meaning traffic in both directions uses the same 2 Mbps

pipe. Since simulated traffic was very asymmetrical, most traffic flowed to the client. The

backbone between the Mes hub and the Internet was symmetrical with 1.544 Mbps in either

direction. Congestion could occur at either the downstream side of the backbone (node 61 to 0

in Figure 5.1) or between the Mes hub and clients in the shared radio channel. Priority

queuing for voice at the edge Jntemet router (node 61) was essential for removing random and

excessive voice delay.

® 81: CaB Manager

Figure 5.1: Base network topology
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· Bit errors resulting :from adverse radio channel effects were not considered until

Chapter 6. The only dropped packets recorded in the simulation were from network congestion.

The MCS was designed such that if a voice packet traversed the radio link with a bit error, the

hub would immediately drop the packet. The simulator behaves differently and forwards the

faulty packet onto the backbone. However, a voice packet that continued onto the backbone

even though it should have been dropped did not adversely effect the accuracy ofthe rest of the

simulation. Since the upstream direction was never congested anyway (see Figure 5.1),

network dynamics remained unaffected. The expected BER for the radio channel could be

directly applied to voice loss statistics. With voice packet sizes of 43 bytes, a maximum LR of

0.5% can be expectedwith radio channel BERs ofup to 1.00&05.

Tomaintain a constant workload over the simulation time, simulatedHITP parameters

were held constant at their average values. The Pareto Model was not used until Chapter 6, as it

can generate some very large file transfers. In order to compare the effects of varying several

network parameters (shaded in Table 5.1), a more stable, reproducible work load was needed.

The 54 regular HTI'P sessions were stagger-started across the first 16 seconds (line 215 of

''vStandard.tcl'', APPENDIX D.2). An additional 5 FI'P sessions (line 161 ff, ''vStandard.tcl'')

were used to maximize the system load, since FI'P sessions take asmuchBW as possible.

5.2 VOICE SIMULATION RESULTS

5.2.1 Results ofBase Network Configuration

Under the base network conditions of Table 5.1 the distnbutions of voice delay in

Figure 5.2 were basically uniform. Ideally, these delay distnbutioni° would be exactly uniform

over the MCS polling interval width of 23.5 msec (see line 120 of"mcscontroller.cc"), starting

20 Packet delay distributions (such as Figure 5.2) show the relative :frequency ofdelay occurrences, and
can be made into approximate ProbabilityDensity Functions (pdfs) by normalizing the histogram,
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at the minimum network: delay of 1.78 msec and ending at 25.28 IDSec. This ideal zone was

demarked by dashed lines in Figure 5.2.

These delay distributions show slight favouritism to voice packets aniving at the CM

from the clients. This was largely due to the nature of the HTTP traffic on the Internet .

congesting the downstream portion of the backbone, as seen in Figure 5.1. Even with strict

priority given to voice there was an additional queuing delay because a voice packet had to

wait up to 3 IDSec if a large data packet had just started transmission into the backbone (node .

61 in Figure 5.1). This distorts the distribution, as seen in the first and last 5 msec of Figure

S.2(b).
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Figure 5.2: Voice packet delay distnoutions

Depending on the instantaneous voice load some ofthis distortion seen inFigure 5.2(b)

might also be caused by other voice packets queued at the backbone bottleneck. However, this
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delay was not much of a factor until the relative voice load was increased by either squeezing

the backboneBW or increasing the number ofvoice calls.

Another cause for the differences between the ectual and a uniform distribution was

due to theMCS algorithm not giving strict priority to voice. Delays greater than the ideal upper

bound of Figure 5.2(a) were due to the MCS algorithm allowing the start of a data packet

exchange (one of the scenarios ofFigure 3.7) just prior to the 23.5 msec voice timer expiring.

The voice timer must be set lower than 30 msec to ensure that even with random data packet

exchanges the clients were polled at least once every 30 msec, A slight modification to the
.

MCS code could be made, so that the VOICEYROC MaxInterval timer of Figure 3.9 was

checked prior to any other timer. This would alleviate some of the delay above the upper

bound. Itwould also likely allow the 23.5 msec voice timer parameter to be pushed closer to 30

msec enabling less voice token passing overhead and greater data throughput (Section 7.3.1).
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Figure 5.3: Voice packet delay at CM and clients
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The end result of the various non-ideal delays was shown in the Cumulative Density

Functions (cdfs) ofFigure 5.3(c,d). The cdfofpacketanivals at the CM differed from the ideal

largely due to the delay variations associated with the MCS algorithm performance. The 951h

percentile of 25.4 (Figure 5.3(c» was only 1.3 msec larger than the 951h percentile of an ideal

uniform distribution between 1.78 to 25.28. The cdfofpacket anivals at the clients was mostly

affected by the serialization delay of a data packet transmitted just ahead of the voice packet.

This resulted in the same slope as the CM's, but the clients' cdf was shifted over .....l msec

resulting in the 951h percentile of 26.4 msec. Due to asymmetrical data flow, the voice packets

aniving at the MCS client were delayed the most, and further study was focused on these voice

packet delays.

S.l.l Results ofVarying Basie Network Parameters

In this section four of the basic network parameters; data load, voice load, hub-client

distance, and backbone BW were each individually varied while the other three parameters
.

remained at their base values. Of paramount importance was the MCS' ability to prioritize

voice no matterwhat the aggregate data load. As seen in the shaded area ofTable 5.2(i), the

mean delay only increased slightly, by 12% between no and full data traffic conditions. As

Table 5.2: Effect ofvarying four key parameters using a 0.729a codec

LR(%)
J1(msec)
a (msec)
throu

(I) Active Data (regular + ftp) (b) Active Voice Clients
o 15 30 30+5 54+5 0 5 10 15 30 45 54

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 19.58 31.08

15.3 15.2 15.1 14.7 45.6 46.9
7.2 7.3 7.3 7.4 11.3 11.8
1.495 1.255 1 0.149 0.124

(iv) Backbone (fraction ofTl)
100 0.05 0.1 0.25 0.5 1

5.29 4.93 0 0 0 0

36 132.4 35.8 21
LR(%)
J1(msec)
a (msec)
tbro
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mentioned above, the 95th percentile was reached after 26.4 msec under :full data load

conditions. The network delay (shaded area of Table 2.4), can now be replaced with the

simulated results of 26.4 msec. Assuming a Tl backbone and omitting long distance delay

outside of the Yukon, the end-to-end delay was 93.8 msec. This presents the possibility ofto11

quality voice anywhere in the Yukon!

In a more realistic scenario the backbone rate would likely be halved. As seen in

Figure 5.4(b) this resulted in a shift of the distribution with a 95th percentile of28.9 msec. The

total end-to-end delay for a Yukon area call was still less than 100 msec at 96.3 msec. A closer

examination of Table 5.2(iv) reveals the data. throughput was largely unaffected by a 50%

reduction in backbone BW from a Tl rate! This occurred because the system bottleneck was in

the 2 Mbps roD MeS radio channel. Since voice packet payloads were very small, the

backbone load due to 15 voice clients was insignificant, only .11 of the normalized data

throughput. However, because of the overhead associated with the Mes handshake-token

passing exchanges of Figure 3.7, voice calls caused significant congestion in the MeS radio

channel (see Equation 3-2 on page 43).

At first glance, an obvious solution to the problem of radio channel congestion would

be to increase the speed of the MeS system. Since Industry Canada allocates spectrum in 25

MHz blocks, the MeS bit rate could be increased by an order ofmagnitude. A higher bit rate

would effectively squeeze the thickness of the voice packet lines in Figure 3.7 to nothing.

However, the propagation delay represented by the slope of the voice packet lines accounted

for over � of the delay and would not be improved by increased radio BW. Since the

propagation was set by the location of the client, the only efficient thing left to do was to

restrict the backbone BW. A backbone restricted to a T1/2 rate while allowing up to 15 clients

access to the voice list, was the best fit to theMeS architecture.

The queuing delay sufferedby the voice packet as itwaited for a data packet to be fully

transmitted into the backbone (ie: serializationdelay) was directly proportional to the backbone
.
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Figure 5.4: Effects onG.729a voice delay to the clients as the backbonewas constricted

speed. At the TI rate this delay was a maximum of 3 msec, however as the backbone BWwas

constricted to a fraction ofthe TI, this delay became more serious. In fact, the combination of

constricted backbone BW with increased voice load resulted in non-trivial voice delays. As

'such, backbone fractions of less than T1I5 should be avoided in order to maintain good « 150

msec delay) voice quality.

Originally the MCS was designed to reach a cell with maximum radius of 20-25 Ian.

Both practical limitations of physical hardware and software efficiency considerations were

evaluated. With 1 W power amplifiers and directional antennas themaximum distance was .....25

km (APPENDIX A). At additional cost, higher power amplifiers could be used for clients

located further than 25 Ian away from the hub, without violating Industry Canada transmit

power specifications.
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The shaded area of Table 5.2(iii) above, shows voice performance was largely

unaffected by changes in the distance between hub and client up to 75 km. In fact, as the

distance increased the mean voice delay decreased slightly! To comprehend this anomaly, the

effects on the data throughput must be explained. As the distance increased from 0 to 30 Ian,

token passing overhead increased for both voice and data exchanges. Due to these

inefficiencies in the radio channel, the data throughput was cut approximately in half. The

Mes did an excellent job of protecting voice, even over long distances. However, this

protection comes at the expense ofdata performance and effective load on the backbone. Voice

delays in the radio channel increased slightly with distance, but the reduced data traffic meant

even less serialization delay at the network routers. The overall effect on voice was a slight

decline in end-to-end delay.

Originally, due to the high compression capability of modern VoIP eodecs, it was

thought that the MeS could offer free calling between clients. Since the voice packets would

never have to traverse the backbone, no expensive backbone resources would be tied up.

Although no backbone resources were used, significant loading of the Mes radio channel

0CCUJTedwith each additional voice call, including the local MeS cliera-to-client calls. Similar

to the phenomenon mentioned above, increased voice load resulted in the overall voice delay

improving but only at the expense ofdata throughput (Table 5.2(ii».

A voice conversation between two local Mes clients actually counted as twice the
.

traffic load, compared to a conversation across the backbone. An internal call involved two

clients accessing the voice list In Table 5.2(ii) the data throughput was reduced by a factor of 8

by allowing 30 clients access to the MeS voice list, leaving the backbone under utilized. This

was equivalent to 10 outside and 10 internal voice calls. Although this many calls resulted in

significant degradation in data throughput, itmight be acceptable to allow this poor data

throughput during voice peak busy times, especially if the backbone was already constricted to

bettermatch theMeS.
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5.2.3 Further Results on VoIP eedees G.721 and G.729a

The network parameters varied using the 0.729a codec in the previous section were

also used to collect data on the 0.721 codec. The same basic trends ofTable 5.2 are seen also

in Table 5.3. The AdaptiveDifferential Pulse CodeModulation (ADPCM) 0.721 codec was

Table 5.3: Effects ofvarying four key parameters using a 0.721 codec

o 5 45 54
15.03 40.15 49.19
45.5 49.3 51.1

11.8 13.6 16.8
0.156 0.104 0.088

LR(%)
Jl(msec)
a(msec)
thro

nla 0
nla 16.3 16.1

nla 7.3 7.3

1.733 1.417 1.081

o
15.7 15.8 15.9 16

7.3 7.3 7.4
0.529 0.624 0.694

LR(%)
Jl(msec)
a(msec)
throu

simulated using 32 kbps. Because the voice payload increased by four times while the MCS

overhead remained the same, the 0.721 codec put more stress on the network backbone

resulting in less system capacity. Aggregate data throughput for the base network configuration

(Table 5.3) dropped from the normal by .25 to .75. This drop was due in part to the increase of

voice traffic from .11 to .33.

Figure 5.5 below began with the same general trend as Figure 5.4. However, by the

time the backbone BW was restricted to TlII0 or to .225 ofnormalized data throughput, voice

packets began piling up at either end of the backbone. Voice performance fell apart with a

TlII0 which was completely useless in supporting 15 0.721 voice calls.
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Figure 5.5: Effects on 0.721 voice delay to the clients as the backbone was constricted

The region below the knee (indicated by the mows in Figure 5.6) was the linear

operating region for the backbone. In the presence of 15 simultaneous voice calls, a wise

selection for the backbone BW would be in this linear region. The backbone needs to be

greater than the zero crossing and for maximum efficiency should be less than the knee region.

According to the simulation, 1.0 was the maximum data throughput for the base network

configuration. This was limited by the MCS channel, not the backbone rate. If the MCS

channel, could keep up with the backbone traffic then the 0.729a operating line would continue .

to increase linearly passed the knee region. It would reach a maximum of .11 short of the Tl

normalized limit of 2.26 (1.544 Mbps normalized to .683 Mbps). The .11 difference was due to

the slight bit ofload on the backbone due to voice packets.
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packet drops from the front ofthe queue, so as to rid itself of the oldest voice packets.
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The backbone was the system bottleneck during the linear region ofFigure 5.6. When

the backbone BW was lower than ....Tl/2 the MeS channel could keep up with supplying voice

Figure 5.6: Aggregate data throughput as a function ofbackbone BW

and data services. Once the backbone constricted to the point were it could no longer support

all the voice then voice packets began piling up at routers on either end of the backbone.

System routers had muchmore memory for queue space than the hub, allowing average packet

delays to become very high (fable 5.2(iv), Table 5.3(iv». In Table 5.2(ii) and Table 5.3(ii) the

average packet delay did not go up as drastically, at the expense ofmore packet loss. TheMes

hub was designed so only a few voices packets could be queued for one client, holding any

more was ineffectual because old voice packets were worthless. The simulator also employed
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Figure 5.7: Aggregate data throughput as a function ofactive voice calls

'Under normal operating conditions the voice calls would not always be the maximum .

15 calls. The data throughput efficiency oftheMes went up when there were fewer voice calls

(Figure 5.7). As the voice calls approach zero the data throughput peaks at 1.73, well short of

the 2.26 Tl rate. This indicated that even with no voice overhead, the 2 Mbps MeS radio

channel could not keep up with a 1.544 Mbps Tl backbone! At no point in Figure 5.7 was the

backbone the system bottleneck.

Independent of the VoIP codecs used, the MeS channel could not support more than

approximately 30 voice calls. Again this was due to the overhead associated with handshaking

token passing algorithm over 30 km, and was almost independent ofvoice payload size. As the

number of calls increased above 30, the data rate dropped off to almost zero and voice packet

"loss began. TheMeS was designed such that the data throughput should drop completely offto

zero in Figure 5.7. However, the MeS algorithm checks the timers ofFigure 3.9(a) in a round

robin fashion. After servicing the voice list, if the data list timer had expired, a data token was

issued resulting in the minimum data throughput seen in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.8: Aggregate data throughput as a function ofhub client distance

Figure 5.8 shows the effect ofvarying the hub client distance while 15 voice calls were

maintained. 'The linear region for using the 0.729a VoIP codec extends to about 80 Ian before

voice packet loss occurs. When the voice calls were limited to 5 in Figure 5.7, the data

throughput improved by .5 from the base value of 1.0. Adding this .5 improvement above the 5

Ian point in Figure 5.8 resulted in 2.26, the normalized Tl rate. If the MCS were limited to a

hub client distance of 5 Ian and had only 5 voice calls, then a full Tl backbone could be

efficiently utilized in supplying the MCS.

5.2.4 MCS versus Round Robin

Straight round robinmight be a simple usable method for supplying data services over

the radio channel if there were never more than 60 clients. However, because there was no way

to predict the instantaneous data load, voice performance suffered badly under the round robin

algorithm. Even with no active data users and the 0.729a codec, the round robin algorithm was

unable to support 15 voice calls at toll quality. Loss rates jumped to over 30% with the

introduction of5 data clients (fable 5.4).
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Data rates for round robin were higher than expected. The higher data throughput was

at the cost ofvoice quality. which was diametrically opposed to the MCS philosophy of voice

quality at all costs. Also. the round robin was not scaleable. As the number of total remote

clients increased so did the overhead associated with polling every client. The MCS has four

tiers of polling in which. after voice priority. busy data users were more likely to get a poll.

thus improving data throughput without sacrificing voice quality.

Table 5.4: Round robin results forO.729aand 0.721 codecs

(i) Active Voice Clients (with no data) (h") Active voice clients (with 5 fto)

1 5 10 15 1 5 10 15
----- �-- ... -- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

LR(%) 3.3 6.12 9.41 12.75 30.05 31.75 33.6 35

J.l(msec) 40.3 42.2 43.6 44.4 46.7 47.5 47.3 47.6
e (msec) 13.3 12.4 11.8 11.5 11.3 12.1 11.9 12.4

throU2lmut nla nla nla nla 0.74353 0.72622 0.70559 0.6854

(a) Voice codec 0.729a@ 8 kpbs, packet every 30 msec

(i) Active Voice Clients (with no data) (h") Active voice clients (with 5 ftp)
1 5 10 15 1 5 10 15

�----, t------ ----- -----�---- ----- ---_ .. ----- -----

LR(%) 4.74 10.37 16.8 22.62 31.04 34.1 37.72 40.84

J.l(msec) 42.3 44.7 45.9 46.7 47.7 48.6 48.9 49.2

o(msec) 13 11.8 11.4 11.3 11.5 12.1 12.9 13.5

throu2lmut nla nla nla nla 0.73819 0.70237 0.66037 0.62335

(b) Voice codec 0.721 @ 32 kpbs, packet every 30 msec

5.2.5 Results ofVarying Packet Payload Size

The voice payload size was varied. by varying the 0.721 codec packet generation

parameter in 10 msec increments. The 32 kbps codec created 93 byte packets every 20 msec,

133 byte packets every 30 msec, and 173 byte packets every 40 msec. A subset of scenarios

was selected for simulation (fable 5.5). In the two scenarios that used a Tl backbone, modest

gains were made in data throughput as the voice paeketization time increased (Figure 5.9).

However, the effect on voice delay was significant (Figure 5.10(a,b) which correspond to

points (a,b) in Figure 5.9). In the two scenario's where the backbone was TI/2 smaller gains

were made in data throughput because the backbone was saturated with data and voice packets.
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Table 5.5: Results for varying voice packet size

Scenario #1: 20 kIn, Tl; #2: 20 kIn, T1I2; #3: 30 kIn, Tl; #4: 30 kIn, T1/2.
123 1 234 1 234

--- -- --- --

o 0 000 0 0 0 0

15.1 11.9 16 18.9 23.1 26.2 23.1 26.6

7.6 11 11
0.706 1.151 0.807

(0)
*

15 20 25 30 35 40
Voice packetlzatlon time (....C)

(b)

45

Figure 5.9: Aggregate data throughput as a function ofvoice payload size
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Figure 5.10: Effects on voice delay distribution for various payload sizes
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Since the telephone company's maximum transfer unit (MTU) size was assumed to be

576 bytes [11] most simulation was done using a data packet size of 576 bytes. If the source

applications were limited to producing 536 byte chunks of data plus 40 byte TCPIIP header

then no fragmentation would be required in the network. However, for interests sake, one

scenario was simulated with a data packet size of 1500 bytes. The 1500 byte data packet, point

(c) in Figure 5.9, resulted in the surprisingly large aggregate data throughput of 1.32. Even

more encouraging was its limited effect on voice delay, seen in Figure 5.10(c).

5.3 SUMMARY

The number one hindrance to real time voice over the Internet has always been

unpredictable packet delay. The network studied in this chapter was not an end-to-end VoIP

solution but rather an attempt to exploit the advantages of VoIP within the known domain of

the incumbent telephone company. With the help of an Internet access system that prioritizes

voice (such as MCS), priority queuing used in network elements, and a dedicated call manager

real time voice and data services can be simultaneously supported .

.

TheMCS in conjunctionwith PQs can provide minima1 delays to real time voice. The
'

MCS was simulated under many various scenarios, and' successfully prioritized voice. In all

cases voice performed well right up to the point were there was no more system resources. As

the voice calls demanded more system resources data performance gracefully degraded to

allow voice priority. Toll quality voice could be maintained anywhere in the Yukon, and good

qualityvoice (as per lTU's 0.114 standard) for calls within Canada.

The MCS was capable of neutralizing the effects of network delay on real time voice

performance. It also allowed the advantages of VoIP such as lower bit rate codecs and

dynamic use ofBW. VoIP phones encoded the analog voice signal right at the source andwere

capable ofbetter performance in an end-to-end solution than traditional analog phones.
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There were significant delays associated with the 0.729a codec, such as the 35 msec

encoding, 20 msec packetization, and 10 msec decompression delays. Although the total of

these delays exhausted 65% of the delay budget for toll quality voice, it was still a popular

codec. 30 msec was an externally set parameter chosen so voice polling would happen only

every 30 msec, allowing efficient data transfer across the radio channel in the non-voice times.

The remaining 35 msec of delay was a function of the speed of the Digital Signal Processing

(DSP) chip and the complexity of the codec algoritlnn. As processors become faster the latter

delay can be expected to go down. The 0.729a codec with silence suppression and compressed

headers takes approximately 1113th the BW ofconventional PCM voice and still maintained toll

quality�

Given the base configuration, theMes could notkeep up with a TI backbone. In order

to fully utilize the backbone BW, the backbone was reduced to a fractional TI. A TI/2 was the

closest match to the MeS. Even smaller backbone fractions could be used to feed the MeS,

which in turn became under utilized. Since the radio spectrum was quite cheap compared to

backbone BW this was the preferable scenario. If the backbone was limited to less than a T1I4,

serialization delay played a larger role, and the 100 msec limit for toll quality voice was

exceeded. Depending on the application itmay be necessary to limit the backbone even further,

due to low population density. Using the 0.729a algorithm for voice, the backbone could be

limited to TlIlO providing less than toll quality but still good voice quality.

Data throughput was increased by varying different network parameters. Most

parameters could not be changed without violating voice performance or the realism of

supplying Internet access to rural Yukon. A more accurate traffic model was used in the next

chapter and data throughput performance was studied in the presence ofbit errors.
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CHAPTER 6

SIMULATION OFMCS' DATA EFFICIENCY

The primary purpose of this chapter was to study theMes data throughput efficiency'

in a more realistic environment Bit errors were introduced in the radio channel, the Pareto

Model was used to generate the HTI'P workload, and certainMes data timers were varied to

.

producemaximum efficiency. ATl was used for the backbone so as to provide no impediment

to the data flowing to the MeS channel. Other network parameters of Table 5.1 were used in

this chapter except for the differences outlined in Table 6.1. The effect on data throughput was

analyzed as a function ofBER for both 576 and 1500 byte data packets. With no voice calls,

Mes data efficiency was compared to RR using a total of 60, then 250 clients. One final set of

. simulations was also done for the YukonP1MT scenario at Tl and TII2 backbone rates.

6.1 VALIDATION OF HTTP TRAFFIC MODEL '

There are a number ofmethods for simulating H1TP workloads in the Intemet service

provider (lSP) environment. The first solution requires taking a real workload trace from ISP

Web server traffic. This one way traffic trace is then pushed toward the clients, without

worrying about the short H1TP requests generated by the clients in the other direction.

However, due to the IDD nature of theMeS, this method was not considered accurate enough

to account for theMeS hub-client interaction in the radio channel.

Some ofBruce Mah's work [39] in the form of empirical cdf's has been attached to the

ns simulator. These cdrs could be used in place of random variables (line 188ff of
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''DxBER.tcl'' in APPENDIX D.2). Although this paper gives some valuable insight into HITP

network traffic, it is based on a 10 Mbps Ethernet LAN environment from 1995. A newer

simulation model based on dial-up modem banks ofthe residential ISP environment is found in

[24]. These simulator modules have been added to the newest version ofns. The Pareto II (see

Section 4.1, above) parameters were closely followed in generating HITP workloads for this

chapter (see Table 6.1).

Data services were interrupted every time the polling of the voice list was scheduled.'

As such the voice min and max interval timers were set slightly higher than the previous

chapter. Using 25.0 msec (Table 6.1) or even 26.0 msec resulted in slightly improved data

throughput while no voice packets were lost. A PER of<5% should be achievable in a realistic

radio link and corresponds to a BER of 10.5• The time required to drop a client from the

middle priority Data list to the low priority Quiet polling list was the parameter

DATA._SESSION_TIMEOUT (see Figure 3.3). This parameter was lowered to 60 seconds and

also slightly increased throughput. Although lowering this timer further would result in

increased throughput, the client should be able to expect the fairly quick response associated

with theDATA polling list for up to aminute while reading a web page.

Table 6.1: Baseline data parameters different from Chapter 5

LINE #PARAMETER VALUE FILENAME

Size ofHITP base page

Umber ofembedded ojects
ime between page requests
umber ofRegular data users
umber ofFTP data users

le[VOICEJROC].MinInterval 5.0 msecs

le[VOICEJROC].MaxInterva1 5.0 msecs

BER for 576 Byte data packet IE-OS, lretrx /210 pkts
ATA.....SESSION_TIMEOUT 60 seconds

198/227
200/227
193/227
188/227
210/227
1611227
120/495

120/495

511302
60/78

.

Further modifications to the original ns modules helped make the model even more
.

accurate. In ns, the Reno TCP connections were not fully functional two-way connections. Two
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TCP sender/sink pairs were used to simulate a full TCP connection. An improvement was

made to accurately simulate the 3-way handshake normally present at the beginning ofthe TCP

connection. Embedded html objects requested by a client were originally based on an arbitrary

timer. The second modification caused the client to request embedded objects only after

downloading the original base html page.

The final improvement caused the TCP ACK generated by the client application to be

delayed by one polling cycle. Originally, the client would immediately respond to the TCP data

packet received over the MCS channel with a TCP ACK to be sent back within the sameMCS

polling cycle. In reality, it would take some finite time to generate a TCP level ACK then

create and move the resulting MCS packet into the hardware transmit buffer. Although this

change resulted in lower throughput for the individual, it more accurately reflected what would

happen in theMCS channel.

Since the original ns setting recorded all packet events within the simulated network,

the resulting output file was ,..,1 Giga byte in size and took ,..,20 minutes to simulate 500 seconds

of network activity! The ns settings were manipulated such that data throughput figures could

be calculated from a subset of network activity. Only data packets received at a client were

recorded. Although HTTP requests, initial 3-way TCP handshakes, TCP 40 byte ACKs, voice

call setup requests, and retransmissions due to corrupted data, were simulated, none of these

packetS were recorded towards effective data throughput. Due to the first four groups of

unrecorded packets, the MCS channel efficiency was actually slightly greater than indicated by

data throughput numbers in this chapter.

Recorded throughput values could not distinguish between regular data packets and

packets retransmitted by the TCP level. These packets were retransmitted due to packet losses

. as network queues overflowed. These losses occurred primarily when the backbone was.

constricted to the point ofbecoming the bottleneck. Therefore, recorded data throughput values

were not precisely what the userwould see, and in some cases were slightly optimistic.
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6.2 DATASIMULATIONRESULTS

6.2.1 ' Introducing Bit Errors in the Radio Channel

An essential characteristic of the MCS was thelikelihood of bit errors in the radio

channel. Although the MCS channel was designed to be robust, the effect of retransmissions in

the radio channel on throughput was an important one. It is impossible to know the exact BER.

expected for the MCS hardware in realistic conditions. As such, the MCS was simulated using

a wide range ofBER.'S; 10-9, 10-6, lO-s, and 10'" (see Table C.1, APPENDIX C). The slightly

increasing slope between 10-9 and 10-6 was due to the variance in Pareto distribution '

workloads, and could be expected to flatten if longer simulation times were used.
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Figure 6.1: Data throughput as a function ofBER.

The MCS retransmitted data packets if either the packet itself or the following MCS

ACK. was corrupted from a bit error. Even without the use of FEC techniques, the MCS was

proven robust up to BERs of ....1O-s (Figure 6.1). When the occasional packet was lost the MCS

hub retransmitted the packet to the client on the next polling cycle. The end-to-end TCP

connection did not notice a packet loss, merely a slight increase in Round Trip Time (RTT).

The data throughput to the user was not noticeably degraded until packet losses

increased to 50%. Even when every other packet required retransmission, the throughput of
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389.2 kbps (Table C.1, APPENDIX C) was still 60+% ofthe ideal throughput. The throughput

did not drop all the way to 50% evenwith a 50% drop rate in the MCS radio channel. This was
.

.

because the local effect of retransmission in the MCS channel did not effect the TCP

connection as harshly. If a packet were transmitted without error then there was some finite

probability that on the next polling cycle, no new data packet would be ready for the client.

However, if a packet were dropped due to error, the probability of a packet retransmission on

the next polling cycle was 100%.

As was originallymentioned in section 5.2.5, increasing the data payload increased the

MCS channel efficiency. However, the 1500 byte curve of Figure 6.1 indicated that under

higher BER conditions 1500 byte data packets perform much worse. This was intuitively

obvious since larger data packets were not only more prone to bit errors, but also wasted more

time when a transmission failed. Since MCS would likely operate in the region between BER

10-6 and to-S increases in data throughput of ....25% could be realized in the MCS radio channel

by using the Ethernet default of 1500 bytes instead of a 576 byte payload. However, the

limiting factor in choosing a data packet size would still be the networkMTU size.

6.2.2 Effects of Increasing Total CHent Base

This section studied the effect on data throughput efficiency as the total client base

increased. No voice calls were simulated, just the ratio between busy data users and total

clientele was varied. The effect on overall throughput as the ratio ofbusy data users increased

was shown in Figure 6.2. The solid lines represented the cases were the number ofbusy data

users was increased for each of three different sized client bases. The dashed line was the result

of decreasing the total number of clients from 250 to 60 whilemaintaining the same number of

busy d8ta. users.

As seen in Figure 6.2 the overall system throughput decreased as the client base

increased. This was due to the extra overhead generated by polling more stations in each
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polling list. When the [QUIETJROC] MaxInterval timer (line 155 of "mcscontroller.cc",

APPENDIX D.2) expired it caused a token to be passed to a client on the Quiet list. Although

this polling of quiet clients was necessary, it had a low probability of resulting in a data

transfer. Polling the quiet list lowers efficiency and depends directly on the number of clients

on the Quiet list, which in turn depends on the size ofthe client base.
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Figure 6.2: Effects on data throughput as busy data users and total clients were varied

At a 50% data user load, the overall efficiency decreased by only .....12% when the

client base was increased 416% from 60 to 250 total clients! Initially these results looked very

promising for supplying data services to large pockets ofpeople. However, the throughput seen

by an individual user must be taken into account. The instantaneous throughput seen by a busy

data user could be appro:x;mated by the FIP average throughput of Table C.2, APPENDIX C.

As the traffic load and client base increased, the FIP average dropped from 232 to 7 kbps.

Obviously, the total client base should be limited based on the traffic loads and minimum

acceptable data throughput to the individual.

For our pmposes of supplying voice as well as data services, the client base was

limited by the maximum ratio of clients to available voice channels. As indicated by the knee
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region in Figure 5.7, the maximum number of simultaneous voice channels on the MCS was

30. Technologies such as the SRSOO [40] point-to-multipoint FWA system provided a voice
.

slot for every 4 or 5 client line interfaces. Even using a liberal ratio of 1 voice channel to 6

clients, the client base should be limited to 180 total clients.

6.2.3 MCS versus Round Robin

Round Robin was already shown to be incapable of supporting real time voice.:The

data throughput performance of MCS and RR was graphed in Figure 6.3. Again the MCS

outperformed RR and only under very heavy traffic loads did the simple RR provide

comparable performance. Even if all data devices were engaged in H1TP web browsing

sessions at anyone time, not all of them would be requesting a new page. The MCS only kept a

client on the high priority Hot list if it was actively down loading a web page. After 2 seconds

of inactivity the client was moved to the Data list allowing the MCS hub to generate more

tokens to clients that remained actively downloading. The RR algorithm gave everyone the

same priority regardless ofactivity history.
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6.3 SIMULATION OF THE PTMT SCENARIO

6.3.1 Network Topology

There were three main changes made to Figure 5.1 to create the more realistic PTMT

scenario ofFigure 6.4. The 60 clients were divided into three clusters allowing different BER

58-60: FTP Clients

68: Cell Manager I®I
Figure 6.4: PTMT network topology

and propagation deJay characteristics to be associated with each cluster. One FrP client was

assigned to each cluster. To facilitate assigning different BERs to each cluster, the constructor

t\mction "MCSQuege" (line 42 of "mcsqueue.cc',) was changed to accept the BER parameter

from the top level tel file (see lines 69-80 of''PTMT.tel" inAPPENDIXD.2).

The second change was the addition of the separate FrP server node 63. Previously in

Figure 5.1, the FrP server bad been directly attached to the edge Internet router. The final

change came with the splitting of the edge Internet router into the two nodes 61 and 62. The

addition of the extra link between nodes 61 and 62 was required to properly shape data traffic

to the right of node 61. At node 61, voice traffic merged with the shaped data traffic, was
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prioritized and sent into the backbone link. Further explanations of the need for the extra link,

marked Stochastic FairQueue (SFQ), in Figure 6.4 are deferred until Section 6.3.3.

6.3.2 A Study in Fairness

Originally, the three client clusters were all initialized to a BER of 10-5, and a distance

from the hub of 28.5 km corresponding to a 8p", of.18 msec (Table 6.2(a». As excepted, the .

data rate received by each FfP client in the individual clusters A, B, and C was equal, at 76

kbps. Clusters A and B were then moved closer to the hub. Surprisingly, each cluster still

received the same fair throughput. Since some clients responded faster, the MCS efficiency

was increased and the average throughput to a FfP client almost doubled to 137 kbps. The

reason the throughput was fair between all client clusters was due to the serial nature ofMCS

Table 6.2: Effect ofconstricting the backbone and inserting an SFQ

A c

Voice Voice Average (kbps)
FfP FfP FfP

B

0.180 16.4 7.8 607.9 380.9 75.7 75.7 75.7

0.180 16.6 . 7.7 862.7 451.9 136.9 136.9 136.9

0.180 16.5 7.8 759.4 457.2

(a) Backbone 0.8XTl, DataUsers 20 + 3 FfP, Voicel5, Sim time 500 sec

10-5 0.180 10-5 0.180 10-5 0.180 19.4 7.9 539.1 289.7 89.4 85.1

10-5 0.013 10-5 0.050 10-5 0.180 18.8 7.8 541.8 330.8

10-6 0.013 10-5 0.050 10-4 0.180 19.0 7.8 538.6 347.8

(d) Same as (b) but SFQ included between nodes 61 & 62

polling. When data was exchanged with a client in the nearest clusterA, it happened efficiently

allowing the MCS to move on and quicldy poll the next client, in say cluster C. This data

exchange happened relatively slowly and increased the overall time it took to get back to and
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poll the next client on the Hot list. Since all three FI'P clients remained on the hot list, the data

rate remained the same for each client. Although fairness between all clients regardless of

distance was a good trait, an unpleasant side effect resulted. If clients further away from the

hub were added to the system then the overall MeS channel efficiency degraded for everyone,

However, as long as theMeS could keep up with all the traffic supplied to it via the expensive

backbone BW, then the system was optimally designed.

The data throughput graphed in Figure 6.5 showed fairness to three different Hot list

clients as a result ofthe MeS' algorithm. This picture was taken with chapter 5 parameters and

network topology. Easily discemable was the very similar reactions of the three FI'P clients to

drops in the background aggregate data requests. The Mes algorithm proved itself fair and

efficient to active clients that necessarily remained on the Hot list.
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Figure 6.5: Fairness ofdata throughput over 3 differentHot list clients
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Unfortunately, fairness disappeared when relatively lower BERs were assigned to the

longer hub-client paths. Cluster A was assigned a BER. of 10-6, cluster B remained at 10-5, and

10-4 was used for cluster C. The throughput seen by each FIP client depended inversely on the

rate of retransmissions due to bit errors. As expected, the throughput for the close clusters A

andB was significantly better than cluster C (highlighted in Table 6.2(a».

6.3.3 An Unexpected Problem

Until now the MCS radio channel had been the system bottleneck. Throughput

behaviorwas expected or easily explained. However, when the backbone was restricted to Tl/2

(Table 6.2(b» the throughput behavior became more erratic and less predictable. In the second

scenario (highlighted in Table 6.2(b» cluster B at 8 km.received worse data throughput than

cluster C at 28 lan! After some searching this anomaly was discovered to be the result ofunfair

packet drops occurring at the edge Internet router output queue, that is, the queue facing into

the backbone. The MCS behavior was accurately studied above under network conditions

where �t was the bottleneck point ofcongestion. However, with a restricted T1I2 backbone, the
_

network queue behavior predominated the system.

Once the backbone was constricted to a Tl/2, packets started piling up at the head of

the downstream side ofthe backbone link. The queue that necessarily overflowed was the one

associated with the output buffer of the edge Internet router. Generally, this queue would be a

simple drop tail queue. A new packet was immediately dropped if the buffer space were full.

Normally, in the long run this should result in a uniform. or fair packet loss for all traffic flows.

However even over long simulation times the ns drop-tail queue discriminates between traffic

flows and seemed to arbitrarily favor a given data flow. Even in amuch simpler case [41] with

only two symmetrical Constant Bit Rate (CBR) sinks, preferential treatment was noticed to one

client due to the drop-tail behavior of dropping three times as many of the other one client's

-packetS.
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This begged the question, why not simply change the output queue from drop-tail to

SFQ? Unfortunately, the output queue in question was specifically designed to prioritize voice .

over data and although regrettably based on the drop-tail base queue module, was indispens

able. The solution was to insert the extra node 62 (of Figure 6.4) and a short link of negligible

propagation delay and the required capability of SFQ. Node 61 successfully merged the SFQ

shaped data and the real time voice from the CM, using the previous ''MCSPriorityQueue''.

In Table 6.2(c) the backbone was a Tl and the system. behavior followed the expected

MCS behavior. In (d) the constricted backbone caused packet drops to occur at nodes 62 and

61. However, due to the performance of the SFQ, all FTP clients received equivalent

throughput (within 3%) irrespective ofcluster location or characteristics.

6.3.4 PTMT Simulation Results

In Figure 6.6 through Figure 6.9, with delay and BER parameters of Table 6.2(d),

much of the behavior discussed in Section 6.3 was observed. The middle Soo sees of

simulation in Figure 6.6 clearly showed a similar waveshape in all three FfP clients indicating

fairness between clusters. Also, in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.8 the average throughput depends

on the BER associated with the path lengths. FTP client C received theworst throughput.

In Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.9 the anomalies associated with network queue overflows

persist. Occasionally the FfP client C would receive the best throughput even though it had the

worst BER. This was due in part to retransmissions at the TCP level. Figure 6.6 through Figure

6.9 recorded the total throughput to the client including duplicate packets retransmitted by the
.

FfP server. Amore accurate indication ofeffective throughput to the user was shown in Figure

6.10 where sequence numbers were recorded for the four scenarios below. In Figure 6.10(a,c)

there was clearly better throughput forFfP clients in clusters A & B. Then under the influence

of a constricted backbone but also with the moderating effect of the SFQ, data throughput

remained fairly even for all three FfP clients.
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A closer examination of the TCP sequence number arrival curves graphed in Figure

6.10(b,d) revealed that occasionally the sequence numbers were received out of order.

Although all packets were obviously generated at the source in order, reordering could occur in

the Internet either due to different paths taken by data packets, or retransmissions due to a

packet loss. In this networlc there were no alternative paths in which data flows could jumble

the sequence numbers. Therefore, any downward glitch Figure 6.10(b) in the sequence number

order was due to retransmissions at the transport TCP level. These retransmission indicators

were present only in the constricted backbone scenarios ofFigure 6.10(b,d).
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Figure 6.10: TCP SequenceNumbers arriving at the client

.

For the sake of completeness, the voice packet delay distribution for the harshest

simulation (Figure 6.7) was included in Figure 6.11, below. The distribution was quite similar
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to those found under normal operating conditions of chapter 5. However, since the voice

polling rate was pushed to 25.0 msec from 23.5 the distribution was shifted over slightly. The

resulting 95111 percentile was -31.5msec which still results in toll quality voice.

<a) 500-1000 8

Figure 6.11: Voice packet delay distribution for Figure 6.7 PfMT scenario

6.4 SUMMARY

40

t(msec)

'The MeS algorithm performed very well in handling many varying data traffic loads.

System performance was not much effected by substantial increases in the base client

population. Under all operating conditions, Mes outperformed RR, although RR gave

comparable performances under maximum load conditions (i.e. bursty times). However, with

few busy clients, the RR was very inefficient.

,BER must be kept lower than 10.5 for all clients to maintain acceptable fairness .

between clients. MeS efficiency suffered badly for BER greater than 104• The furthest a
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client can be from the hub was therefore limited to provide the client with a BER of 10.5 or

better. Up to a point, increasingly expensive hardware such as larger power amplifiers and

directional antennas could offset the increases in BER associated with distance. The software

seemed to handle clients at great distances from the hub without trouble. However, overall

MeS efficiency suffered for all clients when a far distant client was on the Hot list. TheMes

should not be allowed to run at an efficiency lower than the expensive backbone BW. The

expensive backbone BW should always be the system bottleneck. If total client population

were kept within 200, and all clients within 25 Ian, the MeS would perform well in all but the

harshest traffic loads. For optimal performance the backbone BW should be ...,T1I2 rate. To

efficiently use aTl backbone two different MeS channels should be deployed.

Once again the expansion of the MeS over distance and an increased client base was

mostly limited by the requirement to supply real time voice. Sufficient voice channels must be

available to MeS clients so as to maintain a low probability of a blocked call. The area where

improvement was most needed was the handling of voice calls. This was due to the substantial

inefficiencies of moving small voice packets across the Mes radio channel by means of

elaborate handshaking.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES

The four objectives of research found in this thesis were actually different stages of

thoroughly testing the TRLabs' Mes. TheMes was designed to make the Internet ubiquitous

to rural Canadjans by pushing out high speed data services. Voice over the Internet was also

considered to be an important and integral value-added service in the designing oftheMes.

At the beginning of this thesis project, the first version of software design was

complete and hardware prototypes were being built. The next logical step, and the first stage of

this thesis, was to thoroughly study a site for possibleMes deployment. Chapter 2 focused on

the chosen site ofstudy, PaintMountain in the Yukon Territory.

It was discovered that the Mes was at least technically feasible and could prove very

useful in providhtg hybrid data and voice services to rural Northerners. Chapter 3 concentrated

on fulfiUing the second objective of firuting a worthy simulation environment and creating a

working model of the essential subset ofMes behaviour. The attempt was made to lucidly

explain to the reader the intricate nuances ofthe Mes algorithm and its simulated behaviour.

. In chapter 4, research continued into various topics in network theory related to the

third objective. The ability of several current mechanisms to provide support for real time

voice within the Internet were studied. Results ofa study on the currentWLAN standard IEEE

802.11 were also presented.
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The fourth objective was partially fulfilled in the work presented in chapter 3. The C++
.

modules required to accurately simulate the subset ofMCS behaviours were explained in this

chapter. Chapters 5 & 6 contain the culmination ofall the previous work and forms the primary

results for this thesis. The voice and data capabilities of the MCS were thoroughly tested in

these latter two chapters.

7.2 RESULT SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Several important results came out of the Yukon research of chapter 2. Firstly, for

maximum coverage of rural inhabitants, the MCS should be able to handle clients at a distance

of 30 km. This was the due to the fact that the potential sites for the MCS hubs, the terrestrial

mIw repeater sites, were as far apart as 50-60 Ian. Secondly the MCS would not be able to pick

up all rural Yukoners due to some unfavourable path profiles. Finally, themost significant cost

in deploying the MCS would be the cost of supplying and maintaining backbone BW to the

MCS hub from. the Internet.

It was discovered that the wireless MCS could be accurately emulated using the ns

simulator with one hub node and 60 point-to-point wired links, one to each client. Since the

clients were notmobile this novel approach was successful in providing a legitimate simulation

of wireless MCS. Although not conclusive, early voice performance calculations (Figure 3.7)

pointed to the inefficiencies of moving relatively small voice packets across the MCS radio

channel with individual, explicitMCS ACKs.

The outcome of a current literature search in chapter 4 resulted in some useful insight

into problems facing the technical community. While the idea of VoIP from one end of the

Internet to the other was exciting, there were very formidable problems associated with

guaranteeing the strict demands of real time voice. Such guarantees were currently unavailable

across the entire Internet. In the end analysis several mechanisms of the DiftServ architecture

such as DSCP packet marking, expedited forwarding for voice by means of priority queuing
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were used to provide voice service across a portion of the Internet. The IEEE 802.11 standard

was also researched and found to be optimized more toward internetworking portable data

users within a small cell than providing rural Internet access with VoIP.

Voice simulation results in chapter 5 proved the capability of the MeS to provide

quality service for real time voice while also providing conventional Internet data service. The

MeS Successfully prioritized voice in all conditions. Not until system resources were

completely consumed did voice performance begin to suffer. Voice calls within the Yukon

could be expected to meet the <5% loss and <100 msec delay necessary for toll quality voice.

Long distance calls stripped off and handed to the PS'IN resulted in less than toll quality but

still below the 150msecmark required for good quality voice .

. Supporting a voice call produced a noticeable discrepancy between the large percent of

resources consumed within theMeS channel as compared to the slight usage ofbackbone BW.

One 0.729a voice call devoured ....3.3% of the Mes channel resources while only consuming

....Q.3% of the Tl backbone. However, if the voice calls were limited to 15 and the backbone.

was restricted to a T1I2 an optimal performance was reached. The Mes operated at bit rates

significantly faster than the backbone. This over provisioning allowed 15 voice calls plus data

traffic to be transported over the MeS channel to fill the backboneBW.

Lower backbone speeds would be more economical especially when servicing smaller

pockets of rural people. However caution should be exercised when constricting the backbone.

The effect of serialization delay as voice packets wait behind serializing data packets must be

taken into account. The backbone should not be restricted beyond a T1/4 for toll quality, or

Tt/t0 for good voice service.

Backbone speeds greater than T1/2 could only be efficiently used by theMes if clients

were moved closer to the hub or more competent methods were employed for servicing voice

calls. Unfortunately, increasing the Mes bit rate would not fully alleviate the problem of

handling voice calls. The inefficiency was due in a large part to the small size of the voice
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packet compared to the MCS propagation delay between hub and clients. Either limiting the

distance of a voice client or designing a more efficient method to handle voice calls was

required.

The MCS also provided proficient data transfer to clients bymeans oftheMCS polling

algorithm. Data throughput was significantly higher when the polling was controlled by the

MCS algorithm as compared to simple RR.. The MCS maintained a fairly constant data

throughput even as the amount ofbusy users decreased.

The MCS was designed with the realization that the radio channel would likely be

prone to higher bit errors. As such, the data packet exchanges were always ACKed. A loss ofa

data packet or its ACKmeant a retransmission ofthe data. Since the MCS radio channel should

be slightly over provisioned the loss and subsequent immediate retransmission on the next

polling cycle hardly reduced throughput. The MCS supplied robust data services for BERs up

to 10-5•

Clients at varying distances from the hub, still all received the same data rates. If the

BER was kept lower than 10-5 for all clients, then the longer propagation delays did not result

in unfair throughput. However, the introduction of distant clients to the Hot list did make it

fairly bad for all clients. Due to the nature of the TDD radio channel everyone on the Hot list

gets polled sequentially before repeating the process. If one user had significant propagation

delays, all other clients had to wait longeruntil its data exchange was completed.

Adding extra clients to the system did not drastically reduce throughput. The MCS

efficiently dealt with busy clients even when background non-busy clients were added to the .

system. This was due in a large part to the very slow rate that the Quiet list gets polled. Only

once every � second Depending on the expected busy traffic the MCS could service a rather

large, > 250, client base. Once again the practical limitation of the size of the client base

depends on the restriction imposed by providing voice services. A certain number of trunks or
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voice channels must be allocated when servicing a client population in order to maintain a low

probability ofa blocked call. This requirement limits the number ofclients to 200.

The CUlTeD.t MCS design, if properly implemented in hardware, could be expected to

provide robust and useful services to rural Canadians. The algorithm did an excellent job of

prioritizing voice and leaving the left overBW to data services. MCS was capable ofproviding

toll quality voice within a territory or province, in the presence of Internet data. With a MCS

hub in place, extra services within the cell radius could easily be provided. Services such as

road side emergency phones, seasonal Internet connections for lakeside cottages, and remote

web cams orweather sensors could be deployed providing they had a power source.

7.3 FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS TO MeS

7.3.1 Simple Changes to the MCS Software Code

In studying the original MCS software to produce the simulator model three basic

improvements are suggested. The first
.

two changes should be made in the

''ProceSsHotClientQ'' function, line 467/1603 ofreference [42].When the timer associated with

the hot list expired, the ''ProcessHotClientQ'' function was called. After the next client on the

hot list was determined and the IP address validated, the client's last activity was checked

against the HOT_TIMEOUT (Figure 3.3). IftheHOT_TIMEOUT was exceeded then the client

was downgraded to the Data list and no data exchange scenario was initiated. It may be wiser

to first .issue a data token, then if the client still did not respond, downgrade the client. This .

would possibly improve efficiency as a token would be issued first and questions asked later.

Also, in cases of extreme congestion, the client may not receive fair BW allocation before

being bumped offthe Hot list.

The second suggested change was also a minor one in the "ProcessHotClientO"

function. In times of inactivity the clients would all reside on the Quiet list. The Hot list was
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the only one which had a MinInterval timer of zero. This meant that if nothing else were

scheduled, the ''ProcessHotClientO'' function would be repeatedly called. However, if no

clients were on the Hot list, no tokens would be issued over the radio channel. This was due to

the behavior of ProcessHotClient (line 476/1603 of [42]) which checks the Hot list and if

empty returns control to the scheduler, which in turn checked the timers and reissued a call to

the ''ProcessHotClientO" function. This process continued without a token being issued until

the Quiet list timer expired. The result was that when a client did become active, it was not

immediately detected. This behavior should likely be changed so that when

"ProcessHotClientO" was called with an empty Hot list, control would be passed to

''ProcessDataClientO'', which in turn would defer control to ''ProcessQuietClientO'' on an

emptyData list .

.

The MCS scheduler checked for expired timers sequentially, based on where it left off

previously. In otherwords, if it just finished a call to ''ProcessHotClientO'' it would then check

the next process in the ProcessTable ofFigure 3.9, the Quiet list. If the MaxInterval timer for

the QUlETJROC had expired, then a Quiet list client would be polled. There was a chance
.

that each process would be expired and waiting to be scheduled. In such a situation the voice

process might be unduly delayed while each other process in the Process_Table was serviced.

The final suggestion was to break the important VOlCEYROC entIy out of the ProcessTabie

(line 3411702 of [43]) and always check it first. Once it was determined that the VOICE....PROC

was not in need ofservicing the ProcessTable could be checked sequentially. This would result

in all MCS resources going to the voice calls if required. The curves of Figure 5.7 would

continue to decrease until they intersected the x axis at - 35 voice calls.

7.3.2 More Complex Suggestions for Improvement

Propagation delay was a major impediment to MCS efficiency. Passing a token out,

receiving a data packet, and issuing an ACK resulted in three propagation delays. It would be
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more efficient to piggyback the ACK for the previous transaction on the current token pass.

Further, noACKs should be generated for voice packets, since no retransmission occurred on a

corrupted or lost voice packet .

. Currently, the MeS only uses past client history to modify the Hot, Data, and Quiet

polling lists. Sincemost traffic was to the client from the hub, the hub would receive IP packets

from the Internet destined for the clients. A shrewdmodification to the MeS would incorporate

this knowledge of which client had a packet queued at the hub waiting for transmission. This

information could then be used to modify the Hot list, and increase 11 by sending tokens to

clientswith data already queued.

Modem point-to-multipoint FWA systems have built in provisions for extending the

reach of the central hub. Solutions such as those mentioned in section 2.4 do exist. Since the

MeS was based on the IP address of different devices at the client premises, one set of radio

hardware could easily be used to service more than one client. A remote LAN could be built at

anyone client site. If there was a concentration of devices at one site, it would be more

efficient to allow numerous IP packets to be transmitted from the client site in one data

exchange scenario. This could be done by means of issuing a super token forX packets to the

LAN site.

Although this super token scheme would be more efficient than individually

transmitting andACKing each IP packet, carewould have to be taken ensure voice priority was

not violated. TheMeS already had mechanisms (via Parameter 1 ofFigure 3.5) for limiting the

size ofthe IP packet payload. This mechanism could be extended to signalX packets orX total

bytes were allowed to be transmitted whenX was chosen so as not to allow the voice timer to

expire before completionof the super packet exchange.
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7.3.3 A Possible Solution to theMCS Voiee Ineffieieney

The section of Mes most in need of improvement is the bandling of voice. At

distances of20-30 km, propagation delay is on the same orderofmagnitudeofthe transmission

delay of a 43 byte packet. The individual polling of each voice client places an excessive

burden on the MeS resources, largely due to the propagation delays. A possible solution is

shown in Figure 7.1 for 15 VoIP devices on the Voice list. The timeline on the right

"tr8ns(18 Byte) • .072 msee
"tr8ns(043 Byte) • .172 msee
"
prop (30 krn) • .190 msee

unused voice slot

CD .5204 msee . p(1) • .330

(!) .768 msee p(2) •.20104

o .696 msee p(3) • .20404

o .904 msee p(4) •.181

pede)
Beacon
Frame

Tine Tine

IProposect
ToteI Time: ... 5.57 msee

p(1ransmit avoice packet) • .04255

p(no voice packet to trenmsit) • .57045
Tine Tine

I MCS I
Totel Time: "'10.52 msee

Figure 7.1: Proposed solution toMeS voice transfer inefficiency

represents the MeS polling algorithm. There is considerable wasted space in the timeline

diagram, as each client is individually polled and extra propagation delays are used. The
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time1ine on the left shows how the same number ofpackets could be serviced in roughly � the

time. The hub has knowledge ofwhich clients are due to receive a voice packet and would only

transmit these packets. After transmission of voice packets to the client devices on the Voice

list a beacon frame is issued by the hub. The purpose ofthe beacon is to synchronize the clients

on the voice list. It also provides information as to the upcoming client transmit order. Voice

clients in turn transmit a voice packet in their predetermined slot providing they have a voice

packet to transmit. Unfortunately, there would be no way to know ahead of time ifa voice slot

would be unused in the upstream direction. If the Mes header could be shortened or dropped

altogether from the polling of the voice list, then this method compresses the voice polling

process by at least 2: 1.

7.4 FUTURE STUDY

Future work could be done to simulate all or some of the above suggested

improvements to the MCS. Also, there were some interesting nuances involving the interaction

ofTCP with the wirelessMCS whichwould be worth exploring. For example, as a result of the

polling algorithm and the rule of allowing only one packet to be returned by the client, there

was no problem of TCP ACK compression common in wired networks. ACK compression

usually results when several TCP ACKs get jammed together in time while waiting for a larger

data packet to serialize. When all these ACKs suddenly show up at the TCP server, it responds

by sending out a large string of data packets, one after the other in a long train. At some point

in the system this wall of data will likely overflow a router queue resulting in some of the end

data packets being dropped and loss ofnetwork efficiency.

The introduction of a TCP proxy at the MCS hub would provide more efficient data

flow. On reception ofa IP packet the hub would take responsibility ofdelivering the packet the

rest of the way to the client, and would actually generate a TCP ACK for that IP packet. This

would normally only be done by the receiving application at the client. A TCP proxy would
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keep the MeS channel clear of the ever present 40 byte TCP ACKs. Itmight also improve the

throu�ut on the backbone.

Although it would be quite complex, work could be done to synchronize the VoIP

devices at the client to the hub voice polling schedule. The VoIP devices would have to

generate packets based on timing from the last poll. This would result in significant savings of

....30 msec in the delay budget for VoIP. However, this would only be in one direction. There

would not be feasible way to synchronize voice packets arriving from the PS'IN from. various

sources.
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APPENDIX A

LINK ANALYSIS FOR THE MCS RADIO
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Figure Al(a): Top portion ofpath profile PTMT - CYCK spread sheet
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HPAOIP LEMlI1 CSGCP{dBm)
HPA GaIn (dB)
HPA O/P Back-off(dB)
Anta1na GaIn (dBD
HPA I LEMlI (dBm)
IOU 0 LEMlI (dBm)

1.50 1.50
99.99 99.99

11.28 11.28
-1.74 -1.74

FigureA2(b): Bottom portion ofpath profile PI'MT - CYCK spread sheet
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APPENDIX B.l

NS OPERATION

·Two fundamental resources for understanding the operation of the ns are Marc Greis'

tutorial (available at http://www.isi.edu/nsnamInsltutorial/index.html) and 'The ns Manual'

(available at http://www.isi.edulrumam/nsltutoriallindex.html). Both are available for free

download. A pdf copy of 'The ns Manual' is included in APPENDIX D.4. A great resource

page is htQ?:Uwww.isLedulnsnam!nsI.Itis highly recommended that the readerwork through at

least the first eight parts ofMarc Greis' tutorial for a better understanding ofns.

Normal drop tail queues. Not seen
on animator or in most thesis Figures.

Figure B.l: A noimal ns network

Basically, the first thing a programmer must do is specify the topology of the network

to be simulated (in a top-level "*.tcl" file). This is done by instantiating nodes and links

between the nodes. Next, instantiate and attach a source agent (e.g. "Agent/TCP/Reno'') to

node A. Then attach a sink agent to node B (e.g. "AgentlTCPSink") as per FigureB.I. Connect

the source to the sink. Finally, instantiate and attach an application (e.g. "Application/FfP") to

the source agent and start the application.
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At this point the simulation of a simple FrP over TCP exchange will run. The

simulator output details every step of every packet to traverse the network. This output can be

seen in text files or animated using the nam animator. The nam animator output for a simple

network can be seen in the "D-dayfull4.avi" file ofAPPENDIX D.1.

Many things about the network are automated and do not require user knowledge. For

example the TCP and routing algorithms have all been coded into ns. Packets arriving at a node

from a link are automatically switched within the node to the output queue attached to the next

link in the path. The packet knows which sink it is destined for, and the routing algorithms

know which output link to send the packet out on. It is very simple to set up and watch anFrP

over TCP network scenario. However, in order to emulate the MCS behavior, new C++

modules were created and interfaced to the existing ns code.

APPENDIX B.2

MCS ADDmONS TO NS

The TCP source agents attached to nodes 9-12 (see, Figure B.2) send data packets to

the TCP sink agents attached to client nodes 1-4. In a normal ns Simulation, packets would

cross the link from the a web server to node 8. The packets would then be switched to the

output queue at the front of the backbone. This point (node 8 to node 0) would always be the

system bottleneck.

A packet traversing the network has a particular sink agent it is addressed to. Within

node 0, the packet is automatically switched from the incoming backbone link to the output

queue at the head of the link attached to the packet's destination node. The normal queue is

non-blocking and therefore, under normal
.

ns operating conditions the packet would

immediately begin to traverse the link to its destination node.
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This is not the behavior needed for emulation of a MCS cluster. The ''MCSQueue''

module was adapted from the normal non-blocking "Queue". The ''MCSQueue'' blocks the

packets from entering the link. If this were the end of the story, packets would back up at the

head oflinks 0-1, 0-2, 0-3 and 0-4. This would eventually lead to queue overflow and dropped

packets would result. However, the ''MCSQueue'' differentiates between data, voice and

special ping packets. Amore detailed description ofhow the ''MCSQueue'' releases one packet

(either a voice or data) for every ping packet (MCS token) it receives, is found at the end of

Section 3.4.

MCSControiler
with triCS polling algorithm

backbone

• MCSQueue blocks pkts
[J Normal non-bIockng queue

Figure B.2: Interaction betweenMCS modules and ns.

On its creation the "MCSController" creates a bank of four "AgentlPings" and attaches

them to the hub node. Then it creates four more"AgentlPings" and attaches one to each of .

nodes 1-4 (Figure B.2). Finally on line 108 of ''mcscontroller.cc'' APPENDIX D.2, it connects

each pair ofping agents (e.g. "AgentlPingA" to "AgentlPingA I ").
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The ''MCSControllef' contains the quintessential polling algorithm (Section 3.4). The

algorithm passes control to one of the ''ProcessQuietClient()'', ''ProcessVoiceClientsO'',.

''ProcessDataClient()'' or ''ProcessHotClient'' routines. Generally, these routines result in a

MCS token being generated to one of the MCS clients. This token is actually a special ping

packet generated by the appropriate ping source agent. The ping packet then bounces back and

forth between the ping agent pair (e.g. "AgentJPingA" and "AgentlPingA I " for client 1), until

one of the exchange scenarios of Figure 3.7 has been completed. On each of the first two

passes across the link the ping packet interacts with ''MCSQueue'' to momentarily unblock the

output queue allowing a normal packet (data or voice) out onto the link. At the end of two or

three passes (depending on the packet exchange scenarios seen inFigure 3.7} the ping packet is

deleted and program control is passed back to the ''MCSControllef'.

APPENDIX B.3

GENERATINGHrI'P AND VOICE TRAFFIC

The ''webtraf.cc'', ''webtra£h'' and ''webtraf.tcl'' files ofAPPENDIX D.2 are the result

ofmodifying the original ns files to generate not only IfITP but voice traffic as well. The

original files are includedwith the current ns distributions and are well documented in [24].

The basic idea is to dynamically draw a TCP source agent from a pool of instantiated

agents then attach it randomly to a client node. Do the same with a TCP sink agent and attach

to a webserver node. Then connect the source-sink pair and issue a IfITP request across the

TCP connection. Then the TCP connection is tom down and another one is set up from the web.

node to the client and a IfITP download occurs over the new TCP connection. This

''webtraf.*" code only uses the old one way TCP connections, therefore two separate TCP

connectionsmust be set up.
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The HTTP download is modeled by setting Pareto distribution parameters in a top

level ,,*.tcl" file. These parameters control the number of web pages down loaded in a session,

user think: time between web page requests, number and size of embedded objects (lines 181-

205 of "DxBER.tcl", APPENDIX D.2). The programmer specifies the total number of

simultaneous HTTP sessions. The ''webtraf.*" files were modified to continually start a new

HTTP session after the completion of an existing session so then number of active sessions

remained constant over the simulation run time.

Additional functionality was added in order to model voice calls and is similar to the

documented HTTP structure [24]. TCP connections were set up between the client and the CM

to pass dialing information to the PS1N. Next a UDP source-sink pairs were established

between the MCS client and the CM. The same was done between the CM and the MCS client.

The voice call sessions differed from the HTTP sessions in that the UDP source-sink pairs

were not dynamically attached and reattached. Instead, permanent source-sink pairs were set up

in both directions. After a call setup over a TCP connection was processed, the appropriate

UDP source was turned on according to the Brady on/off distribution. Later a call teardown

over a TCP connection occurred and the UDP source was turned off. Similar to the HTTP

sessions the programmer specifies the number of concurrent voice calls during the simulation

runtime.
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APPENDIXC

SELECTED DATA THROUGHPUT RESULTS
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Table C.l: Results ofvarying BER for 576 and 1500 byte packets used to generate Figure 6.1

BER 10-9 10-6 10-5 104 10-9 10-6 10-5 4"'10-5

_!�tE..k!s__ 210E03 210 21 2 82E03 82 8 2
._.- --_. --- ._.- _._. --- ---

Voice Delay J.1 (msec) 15.9 15.9 15.9 19.1 19.1 18.9 18.7

StndDev (J (msec) 7.8 7.8 7.8 8.5 8.5 8.6 8.8

Total Data (kbps) 608.5 614.3 592.3 758.0 763.8 646.8 427.8

Pareto Aggregate (kbps) 522.5 527.2 354.4 633.6 373.5

FfP#I-3 21.7 11.6 18.1

Data Packets ackets

800.0

t r--. -1500 Byte Packet
l
'S 700.0 -576 Byte Packet
� -,.c
Q i\::s

2 600.0

T\.c
t-

.I
! 500.0

j �....
400.0

1.0E..()9 1.0E-oa 1.0E-07 1.0E-06 1.0E-Q5 1.0E-()4
BEA

Figure C.1: Repeat ofFigure 6.1
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Table C.2: Results ofvarying total client base; used to graph Figure 6.2

Total % ofTotal
Pareto Total Data

Regular + FTP Clients Clients Aggregate Throughput

12 3 60 25.0

27 3 60 50.0 140.8
42 3 60 75.0 69.9 1009.8
56 3 60 98.3 67.0 796.3 997.1

33 3 150 24.0 74.9 732.8 957.5

56 3 150 39.3 56.4 754.4 923.7

97 3 150 66.7 21.2 883.1 946.6

146 3 150 99.3 15.0 916.0 960.9

56 3 250 23.6 45.56 738.3 875

97 3 250 40.0 21.44 821.33 885.65

147 3 250 60.0 13.25 842.87

197 3 250 80.0 8.945 886.81 913.65

245, 3 250 99.2 909.45 931.67

56 3 60 98.3 66.97 796.27 997.11

56 3 100 59.0 50.72 832.6 984.76

56 3 150 39.3 56.43 754.4 923.65
56 3 200 29.5 41.54 768.45 893.07
56 3 250 738.3 875

rate 25.Omsec

1100.0 ,...---...;;:�---------------

'i"'
i 1000.0 .""._

" .. ", " _.

e, .,."

i 900.0 �:;-"""""""�.,,;;;-;�-""�'�·�··�"":.:.'�";;;;�:::::::��-;;��:::1.c

g»
e 800.0T-------------------------------�
� -60Total Clients

-I 700.0 ;-----------:---------l -150Total Clients
Q,
_ -250Total Clients

.10 600.0 9 B U

....
.. ..... 5 usy Data sers

500.0 -+-----.------.....-----.------1

20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0

Busy Data Users (% of Total Clients)
100.0

Figure C.2: Repeat ofFigure 6.2
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Table C.3: Results ofcomparing RR andMCS data throughput, used to graph Figure 6.3

TIL % ofTotal FIP Average
Pareto . Total Data

Regular +FfP Aggregate· ThroughputCLIENTS Clients (kbps) (kbos) lkhns)

12 3 60 25.0 231.6 409.1 1104.1
27 3 60 50.0 140.8 578.4 1000.8
42 3 60 75.0 69.9 800.2 1009.8
56· 3 60 98.3 67.0 796.3 997.1
56 3 250 23.6 45.6 738.3 875.0
97 3 250 40.0 2L4 821.3 885.7
147 3 250 60.0 13.3 842.9 882.6
197 3 250 80.0 8.9 886.8 913.7

245 3 250 99.2 7.4 909.5 931.7

(a)MCS: BER of 10-5, No Voice, Optimized for data throu2hout

TIL % ofTotal FIP Average
Pareto Total Data

Regular + FIP Aggregate ThroughputCLIENTS Clients (kbps) (kbps) (kbps)
12 3 60 25.0 86.3 299.2 558.1

27 3 60 50.0 65;0 590.1 . 785.2

42 3 60 75.0 56.1 640.6 808.9

55 3 60 96.7 51.5 701.5 856.1

55 3 250 23.2 20.0 485.0 544.9

100 3 250 41.2 15.0 669.2 714.4

150 3 250 61.2 12.1 769.0 805.5

200 3 250 81.2 9.5 850.4 878.8

246- 3 250 99.6 8.2 889.6 914.2

(b) ROUND ROBIN: BER of 10-�.No Voice

1100.0

�-

11000.0
-

i 900.0 -

--
-

.t::.
__,.

.""",,-- --ca
:s --

,--

800.0 - - ------,."".e -;,--
-

� �
.., -MCS: 60 Total Clients

J 700.0

/' -MCS: 250Total Clients

J 600.0 - - - - RR: 60 Total Clients

,,' - -RR: 250 Total Clients

500.0

20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.0

Busy Data Uae,. (%of Total Clients)

Figure C.3: Repeat ofFigure 6.3
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APPENDIXD

CDROM·
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The file tree ofthe CD rom...

I
lJllcs_e++_eode

AppendixD
I

I
3_Jlow_toJ'1lll_exps

I
4_nSJllcs_testbed.tar

I
Lthesis_docs

Figure D.1: CD ROM file tree 1 at stage

APPENDIXD.l

I_thesis_docs contains.
-this thesis document -> Thesis.doc, Thesis.pdf
-all the picture files associated with thesis figures -> Figure*.xIs, Figure*.eps, Figure*.gif
-all the picture files associated with thesis tables -> Table*.xIs
-all files associated with thesis appendices -> Appendix*.*
-files used for defence presentation -> D-day.ppt, D-dayfull4.avi

APPENDIX D.2

2_mcs_c++eode contains:
-files -> mcs_c++_codeJor_DI.doe contains the following files ...

->mcscontroller.h
-> mcscontroller.cc
->mcspriorityq.h
->mcspriorityq.cc
-> mcsqueue.h
-> mcsqueue.cc
-> ns-default.tcl
-> ns-lib.tcl
-> ns-link.tcl
->ping.h
->ping.cc
->trace.cc

->udp.cc
-> c++_code_for_generating_traffic.doe contains the following files...

-> vStandard.tcl
-> DxBER.tcl
->PTMT.tcl
-> webtraf.h
-> webtraf.cc
-> webtraf.tcl
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APPENDIX D.3

3_llow_toJ'Ull_exps contains:
-instructions for running simulation to regenerate results -> README.txt
-NB: Straight output files from ns were too big to fit on AppendixD CD rom, results had to be
gleaned from overlarge output files

APPENDIX D.4

4_ns_mcs_testbecl.tar contains:
-directories -> ns-alHnone-2.1b7a CUrrentmodified ns code

-> nssaipts Directory fromwhichChapter 5 & 6 results were generated
. ->ORIGNAL_NS__FILES A copy ofthe original ns files, modified under the

ns-alHnone-2.1b7a sub directory during the thesis work
-> temp Scrap files

-files -> ns-alHnone-2.1b7a.tar Original zipped ns file downloaded free from the Internet
-> TheNSmanuaLpdf The nsmanual downloaded free from the Internet
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